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ITEM 78

CHAIRPERSONS REPORT – VERBAL
Recommendation
That the Chairperson’s verbal update be received.
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ITEM 79:

ŌTOROHANGA TOWN CONCEPT PLAN – PROJECT UPDATE FEBRUARY 2022

TO:

CHAIR AND MEMBERS
ŌTOROHANGA COMMUNITY BOARD

FROM:

CHIEF ADVISOR

DATE:

3 MARCH 2022

Relevant Community Outcomes
 Engaged Ōtorohanga
 Liveable Ōtorohanga
 Thriving Ōtorohanga
 Vibrant Ōtorohanga

Project Update
The project consultants (Resilio/WSP) have provided a finalised set of project support plans (attached):
1. Project Execution Plan
2. Communication and Engagement Plan
3. Project Programme
These plans provide the framework and direction to support the delivery of the project. By its nature,
the project scope and process is dynamic, therefore these plans need to be viewed as ‘organic’ and
adaptable to reflect any changes as the project proceeds. The need for flexibility is reinforced by the
uncertainty of COVID and our ability and desire to engage with our community as/should
circumstances change.
Note that with the timing of Easter and school holidays, and uncertainty around the possible local
impact of COVID, the decision has been made to delay the broader community engagement phase
until early May. This adjusted timing will not impact on the delivery of the project.
A draft Community Profile of Ōtorohanga Township has been prepared (attached). The Profile
provides a reference point for the Town Concept Plan project by bringing together information
about the Town – people, business activities and places. Due to the limitations on the availability of
information, this document is not intended to be a comprehensive profile, but will be updated as
more/new information comes to hand. Note that a Green Space map has yet to be added to the
document as presented.
Building a more comprehensive picture/understanding of the history of mana whenua and early
European interaction in the area is acknowledged as being important. However, this is a major
initiative and as such was beyond the scope of this initial version of the Community Profile.
The Ōtorohanga Museum has an interactive exhibition currently underway – Mapping our Town.
This is a great opportunity for residents to see the history of the Town in images (photos, maps,
plans), and to help fill in any gaps if they have documents/images they can share.
When the Board confirmed nine members for the Community Advisory Group at its February
meeting, one place was left vacant (in terms of the initial recommendation to have 10 members).
That place has now been filled by Michelle Hollands from the Ōtorohanga District Development
Board.
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Project Programme for March
Referring to the Project Programme, the key focus areas for the coming month are:
-

Working on the base/background information/material to support the forthcoming
engagement phase
Preparing and communicating information about the project to the community and
stakeholders
Preparing/undertaking initial discussions/sessions with key stakeholders/groups
Starting the analysis to support the delivery of assessments covering transport, town entry
points and community facilities.

Recommendations
That the Ōtorohanga Community Board:
1. Receives this report ‘Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan – Project Update February 2022’;
2. Receives the following project support documents:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Project Execution Plan
Communication and Engagement Plan
Project Programme
Draft Ōtorohanga Community Profile

3. Notes that Michelle Hollands from the Ōtorohanga District Development Board will join the
Community Advisory Group.

Ross McNeil
CHIEF ADVISOR
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Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan

Project Execution Plan + Risk Register
Rev 3 | February 2022

Prepared by Resilio Studio and WSP for Ōtorohanga District Council
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Document Control Sheet
Client_ Ōtorohanga District Council
Project address_ Ōtorohanga
Report title_ Project Execution Plan
Reference_ RS21081
Revision_ 3.0
Author_ Gary Marshall and Sam Watson-Holmes
Reviewer_ Joao Machado
Approver_ Gary Marshall
Purpose_ Establish process for delivering the Ōtorohanga Town Plan project
Issued to_ Ross McNeil
Date_ 25/02/22

Document History and Status
Revision

Date

Author

Reviewed by

Rev 1

10/02/2022

Gary Marshall, Lucy
Ashmore, Joao
Machado

Rev 2

16/02/2022

Gary Marshall, Sam
Watson-Holmes,
Jacob Quinn

Joao Machado

Gary Marshall

Draft for client
discussion

Rev 3

25/02/2022

Gary Marshall, Sam
Watson-Holmes,
Jacob Quinn

Joao Machado

Gary Marshall

Final version /
reference during
project delivery

-

Approved by
-

Status
Internal review only

Revision Details

Revision

Details

Rev 1

Draft PEP for internal discussion and resourcing, milestones, and deliverables alignment.

Rev 2

Draft for client discussion.

Rev 3

Final version to be used for reference during project delivery.
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Limitation
This report has been prepared for Resilio Studio, according to their instructions, for the objectives described herein. Resilio Studio accepts no
responsibility for the content of this report if it is used by any other party or for any other objective. Any use of or reliance on the information
contained in this report for decisions made by third parties is the responsibility of these third parties. Resilio Studio accepts no responsibility for
damage incurred by third parties resulting from the use of or reliance on this report, or if the report is used by any party for purposes other
than the objectives described herein.
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1. Overview
1.1. Introduction and Purpose
Resilio Studio and its project partners WSP and Drawn, appreciate the opportunity to provide Ōtorohanga District Council with a project
execution plan to guide, manage and deliver the Ōtorohanga Town Centre Concept Plan (ŌTCP). This project execution plan (PEP) aims to set
out the purpose, and project approach including governance and deliverables. Once the project execution plan has been agreed between
Council and the project team, the plan will be used to monitor schedule, risks and engagement on a monthly basis via a project monthly report.
The purpose of the ŌTCP is to provide a blueprint for the ongoing development and growth of Ōtorohanga and help increase/promote vibrancy
in the Town. The ŌTCP will reflect community and stakeholder aspirations, and provide the Council and other agencies/ organisations with a
framework to guide future activities and service delivery within the local community.
This PEP takes the key information from the tender proposal, which was submitted Friday 29 October 2021, and provides further detail
specifically around dates, governance, schedule and engagement. This document, together with the Communication and Engagement Plan,
forms the main deliverable from the project initiation phase.
This project will involve a comprehensive engagement process with the Ōtorohanga community and stakeholders, in conjunction with the
Council and the Ōtorohanga Community Board and in partnership with mana whenua. This work will inform a future review of the Ōtorohanga
District Plan (i.e. Resource Management Act Schedule 1 process or similar) or as an input to the development of other statutory spatial planning
documents (having regard to the reform of the RMA). The ŌTCP will likely inform other Council policy and planning work, such as the long-term
plan, infrastructure and financial strategies and reserve management plans.
This document should be read in conjunction with the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Communication and Engagement Plan, noting that
project risks, including communications and engagement risks, are contained within one Risk Register in this Project Execution Plan
document.

1.2. Project Background and Understanding
Ōtorohanga is nationally recognised as the Kiwiana Capital, yet its collective history, and particularly that of mana whenua, have been central to
Aotearoa/NZ’s history and shaping the Town and District we see today. There is a strong base to develop these histories and stories in order to
build greater community vibrancy, and create excitement about investment in community facilities, places and spaces in the short term. This
project involves developing a shared vision for the future of the town that builds on its rural connection and embraces the opportunities for
development and growth.
We recognise that developing a long term plan is a once in a generation opportunity to lay the foundations for a community to prosper and
thrive. Because an opportunity like this only rarely comes around, developing a plan is not something that elected officials and council staff
necessarily have in-depth experience in developing. The plan will therefore require open discussion, education, patience and upskilling of all
participants to bring people together on this journey. In our experience, this can be a deeply rewarding and uniting experience for a community
and its leaders to be a part of.
The consultancy team for this project includes Resilio Studio, WSP, Drawn, and local resident artist Nicky Deeley. Resilio Studio will provide
design leadership in landscape planning, landscape architecture, urban design, placemaking and design management and will be working
closely with WSP who will provide project management, quality assurance, engagement leadership, cultural design, transport planning, urban
planning, economic input, as well as a Hamilton-based project office and dedicated studio space in close proximity to Ōtorohanga. Drawn will
provide specialist input into architecture and urbanism for the town centre. Nicky Deeley, highly respected curator and collections manager at
the Ōtorohanga museum, will help to lead our engagement with Nehenehenui Regional Marae, the wider Ngāti Maniapoto community and
provide invaluable local knowledge, insight and warm connections. Local team members and a Hamilton based studio space gives our team
agility and means that we will be able to remain engaged in person in response to uncertainties and restrictions that might emerge through the
ongoing challenges presented by the Covid pandemic.
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Our methodology has been tailored specifically for this project and follows landscape planning and participatory design approaches, including
relevant subconsultants and technical experts to form a multidisciplinary design team with the depth and technical ability to deliver a successful
outcome for Ōtorohanga. We believe that Resilio Studio’s landscape and design leadership, alongside the technical expertise and experience of
WSP and Drawn and lived experience in, and real life understanding of, this diverse rural community, will help to ensure that this project is a
success.
Our approach is based on five Phases over a 32 weeks period. We have identified key public engagement touchpoints, starting with early
engagement to learn from the communities of Ōtorohanga so that we can develop options for testing and refining through the subsequent
engagement phases.

1.3. Overview of Methodology
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Overview of our methodology and programme for Ōtorohanga Town Centre Plan.
Phase 1
Project Initiation /
Establishment

Phase 2a
Early Engagement

Phase 2b
Investigation

Phase 3
Draft Otorohanga
Town Plan

Phase 4
Draft Concept Plan
Engagement

Phase 5
Final Otorohanga Town
Concept Plan

Establish relationships
across the project team
and agree on the
correct kawa and
tikanga / protocols and
tools to effectively
manage the project.

Establish relationships
and build rapport and
trust with elected
officials, project
partners, key
stakeholders,
stakeholders and wider
Ōtorohanga
community.

Gather, collate,
interpret and
synthesize
environmental, societal,
cultural, economic,
infrastructure
information across
three scales - Waikato
Region, Ōtorohanga
Ward and Ōtorohanga
Town Centre including
community facilities
and town entrances.

Utilising information
and insights gathered
through the previous
phases to develop a
draft strategy for
growth of Ōtorohanga
Ward and a framework
for Ōtorohanga Town
Center, main street and
entrances, including
preferred outcomes
and/or options as
required.

Engage with project
partners to ensure that
their input into the
process has been
incorporated into the
draft ŌTCP document.

Submit the updated
Ōtorohanga Town
Concept Plan for review
by elected members.

Ensure that clients,
project partners
including Ngāti
Maniapoto trust board
and community
advisory group, key
stakeholders such as
Ōtorohanga Community
Organisations,
Ōtorohanga District
Council Departments
and Crown Agencies are
aware of the project
and are ready to
engage.
Refine and confirm
project brief and
programme including
key milestones,
deliverables, roles and
responsibilities.
Finalise/confirm
Communications and
Engagement Plan

This is where we lay the
foundation for a shared
learning journey for
elected officials and
council staff.
Listen and learn from
the people who live,
work, learn and play in
Ōtorohanga to develop
our understanding of
needs and aspirations
of the community and
to develop insights into
the constraints,
challenges and
opportunities that will
help to drive and shape
the insights ŌTCP.
Identify early win
projects if any.
Establish shared vision
for the ŌTCP.
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Continue to engage and
work with project
partners, key
stakeholders and the
wider Ōtorohanga
community.
Develop an action plan
that identifies and
prioritizes short,
medium and long term
projects and initiatives.

Consult Key
Stakeholders and
Ōtorohanga community
to ensure that their
concerns and
aspirations have been
understood and
considered and where
appropriate reflected in
the draft ŌTCP
document.

Update Ōtorohanga
Town Concept Plan in
response to any
feedback Ōtorohanga
District Council deem
necessary before
adoption.
Final Ōtorohanga Town
Concept Plan is adopted
by Ōtorohanga District
Council.

Inform the wider
Waikato community
about the ŌTCP project.

Identify early win
projects and
placemaking
opportunities and
where appropriate,
align these projects
with external funding
opportunities.
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1.4. Key Milestones and Deliverables

Milestone or deliverable

Deliverable Date

1. Project Initiation / Establishment
●
Project execution plan.
●
Engagement and communications plan.
●
Project risk register.

Friday 25 February 2022

2.A. Early Engagement / 2.B. Investigations
Summary document of key findings and themes from 2.A. Early Engagement and 2.B. Investigation phases
including a shared vision for the ŌTCP, key insights from project partners, key stakeholders and the wider
Ōtorohanga community, spatial constraints and opportunities mapping at the Ōtorohanga ward and town
centre scale, urban quality assessment and identification of opportunities for early wins and placemaking.

Friday 27 May 2022

3. Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
Finalise, submit and present draft ŌTCP document elected members and community board for
endorsement prior to community consultation including 4 sections:
●
Part A - Ōtorohanga Growth/ Development Strategy
●
Part B - Ōtorohanga Town Center Framework Plan
●
Part C - Action Plan
●
Part D - Placemaking strategy

Friday 8 July 2022

4. Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Engagement
●
Summary document of Draft ŌTCP Engagement.
●
Final Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan for review.

Friday 2 September 2022

5. Final Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan adopted by Ōtorohanga District Council.

Friday 30 September 2022

6. Placemaking - Early win placemaking projects
Activations and/or mini projects initiated.

TBC
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2. Detailed Methodology
The following section provides a detailed overview of our proposed methodology

1. Project Initiation / Establishment
The intention of the initiation phase is to:
●
●

●

Establish relationships across the project team and agree on the regional specific kawa and tikanga / protocols and tools
to effectively manage the project.
Ensure that clients, project partners including Ngāti Maniapoto, Te Nehenehenui Regional Marae, and community
reference group key stakeholders such as Ōtorohanga Community Organisations, Ōtorohanga District Council
Departments and Crown Agencies are aware of the project and are ready to engage.
Refine and confirm project brief and programme including key milestones, deliverables, roles and responsibilities.

During the initiation phase we will:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

Attend a project initiation meeting with the client project team.
Project team visit site and experience Ōtorohanga and its community as a project team.
Iwi engagement 1 - Meet with Ngāti Maniapoto via the Nehenehenui Advisory Group to understand how they would like
to engage in the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan process in alignment with the principal for Mana rangatiratanga - The
status of iwi and hapū as mana whenua is valued, recognised and respected.
Develop a project execution plan, including identification and alignment to extra external funding such as the second
round of Waka Kotahi’s Innovation Streets contestable fund.
Develop an engagement and communications plan.
Establish internal project management protocols including programmes for team meetings, systems for ongoing
communications, team and subconsultant management and administration.
Establish client communications protocols including agreements on communications, regularity of client meetings, etc.
Establish progress reporting protocols including designing a variety of methods for presenting and/or sharing information
to elected members, and the wider Ōtorohanga community, particularly the elderly, the Covid vulnerable, those with
limited internet or transportation access or people in remote rural locations.
Establish a project risk register.

Deliverables - Friday 25 February 2022
●
●
●

Project execution plan.
Engagement and communications plan.
Project risk register.

2.A. Early Engagement
The early engagement phase will run in parallel with the investigation phase. The intention of the early engagement phase is to:
●
●
●

●
●

Establish relationships and build rapport and trust with elected officials, project partners, key stakeholders, stakeholders
and wider Ōtorohanga community.
Share how the designing process works - we take you with us by setting up a learning process for elected officials and
council staff.
Listen and learn from the people who live, work, learn and play in Ōtorohanga to develop our understanding of needs
and aspirations of the community and to develop insights into the constraints, challenges and opportunities that will help
to drive and shape the insights ŌTCP.
Identify early win projects - if any - to get the ball rolling.
Establish shared vision for the ŌTCP:
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“Visions become responsible through all sorts of processes. The best one I know is sharing it with other people who bring
in their knowledge, their points of view, and their visions. The more a vision is shared, the more responsible it gets, and
also the more ethical” - Donella Meadows

During the early engagement phase we will develop, facilitate and document the following engagements:
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Workshop 1 (for elected members / community board).
- Interactive educational workshop exploring key principles of landscape planning, urban design and placemaking.
Iwi engagement 2
- Methods to be determined through initial engagement with mana whenua.
Community Advisory Group Workshop 1
- Interactive workshop exploring values, aspirations, concerns, opportunities, constraints, challenges, a shared vision for
ŌTCP and potential early win projects.
Youth and Elders Engagement Workshop 1
Hands on educational workshop exploring key principles of landscape planning, urban design and placemaking as a
foundation for the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan process.
Internal / Public Sector Key Stakeholders interviews
- Interviews with internal council departments and crown agencies. This could include but should not be limited to
Ōtorohanga District Development Board, Waka Kotahi, KiwiRail, DoC, MSD, MBIE, TPK, TourismNZ, Waikato Regional
Council, Hamilton-Waikato Tourism and Heritage NZ.
Community Key Stakeholders interviews / focus groups
- Interviews with special interest groups, community groups, organisations not represented by Community Reference
Group. This could include but should not be limited to CBD association or local business associations, The Kiwiana Board,
walking and cycling lobby, KiwiHouse, Ōtorohanga Museum, Ōtorohanga Club Inc, Ōtorohanga Support House.
Public Open Day 1 for Stakeholders and General Public
- Public open day exploring values, needs, aspirations, concerns, opportunities, constraints, community audit and shared
vision for ŌTCP. The public open day will be supported with online survey and/or other online engagement tools such as
Social Pinpoint - see below for details.
Produce a summary document of key findings and themes from early engagement including a shared vision for ŌTCP and
identification of opportunities for early wins / placemaking.

Potential Value Add innovations - Social pinpoint and Community Dialogue + Adaptive Pathways For Community Resilience. See
Project Innovations section below for more detail.

2.B. Investigations
The investigation phase will run in parallel with the early engagement phase. The intention of the investigations phase is to:
●

Gather, collate, interpret and synthesize environmental, societal, cultural, economic, infrastructure information across
three scales - Waikato Region, Ōtorohanga Ward and Ōtorohanga Town Centre including community facilities and town
entrances such as bridges and roads.

During the investigation phase we will:
●
●
●
●

●

Review existing background material including existing reports, demographic and census data, population and economic
sectors etc.
Planning Assessment - Collate existing relevant strategies, plans and maps.
Create a three dimensional model of the town centre, Maniapoto Street and town entry points for analysis and
incorporate findings into current and future options and scenarios.
Waikato /King Country Regional Assessment - Assess Ōtorohanga in its regional context, including but not limited to Tohu
- mana whenua significant sites and cultural landmarks, environmental and landscape characters, economics and trade,
population drivers and unique attractions, features and opportunities for tourism*.
Ōtorohanga Ward Analysis - Landscape analysis of Ōtorohanga Ward and local environs utilizing GIS spatial analysis tools
and onsite observations to assess potential and suitability of land for development for future commercial industrial and
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●
●

●
●

●

residential uses. This exercise will use cross mapping methodology taking into consideration landform, soil, water,
ecology, vegetation and natural hazards to provide robust and defendable spatial arrangements that are objective and in
alignment with underlying natural patterns and processes of Ōtorohanga. In addition the digital mapping will consider
qualitative and experiential qualities reflecting the existing character and experiential qualities of the landscape including
but not limited to Outstanding Natural Landscapes, sites of cultural significance, notable vegetation, ridges, rocks, view
lines, edges and boundaries.
Infrastructure Service Assessment - Desktop assessment of existing town infrastructure, including three waters, power
and telecommunications to determine the coverage, extent and capacity of the existing networks.
Community Facilities Assessment - Needs analysis and options assessment for key community facilities and
reserves/public spaces, parks, greens, playgrounds. Involve Sport Waikato local coordinator as key stakeholder (refer in
Communication and Engagement Plan, 18 February 2022).
Transport Assessment - Including walking, cycling and mobility scooters; public and private modes; network connectivity;
options and cost benefit analysis for separated (heavy agricultural and industrial) through traffic; and parking.
Town Centre, Maniapoto Street and Town Entry Analysis - Desktop analysis and on site observation and documentation
of the town centre main street and entrances utilizing the Gehl methodology for urban quality which gives consideration
to urban form, land use, movement networks and connectivity, heritage and character of buildings, public private
interface and experiential qualities of public civic and open spaces including protection and the feeling of safety and
environmental factors such as traffic, comfort including opportunities to stop and stay, gather and/or socialise; and
enjoyment, including prevailing climatic conditions and the aesthetic and sensory qualities of spaces.
Produce a summary document of key findings and themes from investigations phase including opportunity and constraint
maps and diagrams at the Ōtorohanga Ward and Town centre scale.

* Increasing international and domestic tourism. Ōtorohanga is based upon the main trunk line of a strong tourism route and as part
of tourism growth, we will explore existing unique attractions and develop that into stronger Ōtorohanga township messaging.
Specifically we propose to revisit the current Kiwiana branding for the town to offer new opportunities to widen the scope of this
story. Rather than focusing solely on “kiwi brands and products'' we can kick start the exploration of the people, characters, stories
and the unique cultural and natural highlights that make this district special and unique within the country. These new stories can
align with Ōtorohanga District Council visions, as well as building on the success of Kiwiana message and the well established brand
recognition of the Ōtorohanga Kiwihouse.

Potential Value Add innovations - Public Life Survey and Behavioural sciences. See Project Innovations section below for more detail.

Phase 2 Deliverables - Friday 27 May 2022
●

Summary document of key findings and themes from 2.A. Early Engagement and 2.B. Investigation phases including a
shared vision for the ŌTCP, key insights from project partners, key stakeholders and the wider Ōtorohanga community,
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spatial constraints and opportunities mapping at the Ōtorohanga ward and town centre scale, urban quality assessment
and identification of opportunities for early wins and placemaking.

3. Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
The intention the Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan phase is to:
●

●
●
●

Utilise information and insights gathered through the previous phases to develop a draft strategy for growth of
Ōtorohanga Ward and a framework for Ōtorohanga Town Center, main street and entrances, including preferred
outcomes and/or options as required.
Continue to engage and work with project partners, key stakeholders and the wider Ōtorohanga community.
Develop an action plan that identifies and prioritizes short, medium and long term projects and initiatives; including high
level general estimates where possible, excluding quantity surveyor and engineering costings.
Identify early win projects and placemaking opportunities - and where appropriate, align these projects with extra
external funding opportunities.

During the Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan phase we will:
●

●

Develop Part A - Ōtorohanga Growth Strategy of the ŌTCP including but not limited to a shared vision and design
principles; summary of background, key findings and insights from engagements and investigations; identification of
future growth areas for commercial, industrial, residential land uses; transport strategy, planning pathways for preferred
options; aligning with opportunities for Waka Kotahi funding where appropriate; planning overview; and options where
required.
Develop Part B - Ōtorohanga Town Center Framework Plan of the ŌTCP including but not limited to a summary
background, key findings and insights from engagements and investigations; identification of major community projects
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including town hall, Central Business Area etc; transport strategy; town entry concepts, Maniapoto Street enhancement /
improvement plan.

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Iwi engagement 3 - Methods to be determined through initial engagement with tangata whenua.
Community Reference Group Workshop 2 - Interactive workshop reviewing and refining direction of Ōtorohanga Growth
Strategy and Town Center Framework Plan ahead of finalising the draft ŌTCP. Development and review.
Public Open Day 2 for Stakeholders and General Public - Consultation on direction of Ōtorohanga Growth Strategy and
Town Center Framework Plan.
Elected Member / Community Board Workshop 2 - Interactive workshop reviewing and refining direction of Ōtorohanga
Growth Strategy and Town Center Framework Plan ahead of finalising the draft ŌTCP.

Update Part A and Part B of the ŌTCP.
Develop Part C - Action Plan for the ŌTCP including but not limited to development pathways, project priorities, early
wins and aligning with opportunities for Waka Kotahi funding where appropriate*, outline costing for major projects.
Develop Part D - Placemaking Strategy for the ŌTCP including but not limited to identification and scope early win
projects, youth engagement, direct community engagement, local economic development - align early win projects with
external funding where appropriate.
FInalise draft ŌTCP document.

Potential Value Add innovations - Aligning the ŌTCP with External Funding Opportunities - See Project Innovations section below for
more detail.

Phase 3 Deliverables - Friday 8 July 2022
●

Finalise, submit and present draft ŌTCP document elected members and community board for endorsement prior to
community consultation including 4 sections:
●
Part A - Ōtorohanga Growth/ Development Strategy
●
Part B - Ōtorohanga Town Center Framework Plan
●
Part C - Action Plan
●
Part D - Placemaking strategy

4. Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Engagement
The intention of the Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Engagement phase is to:
●
●
●

Engage with project partners to ensure that their input into the process has been incorporated into the ŌTCP document.
Consult Key Stakeholders and Ōtorohanga community to ensure that their concerns and aspirations have been
understood, considered and reflected in the ŌTCP document.
Inform the wider Waikato/King Country community about the ŌTCP project.

During the Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Engagement phase we will:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Iwi Engagement 4 - Methods to be determined through initial engagement with tangata whenua.
Community Steering Group Workshop 3 - Explore and refine opportunities for early wins and placemaking.
Public Open Day 3 for Stakeholders and General Public - Consultation on ŌTCP.
Produce a summary document of Draft ŌTCP Engagement.
Elected member / community board Workshop 3 - Review and feedback on feedback from engagement.
Update Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan in response to feedback received through engagement and consultation.
Placemaking - Design and plan placemaking activities, activations and/or mini projects.

Phase 4 Deliverables - Friday 2 September 2022
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●
●

Summary document of Draft ŌTCP Engagement.
Final Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan for review.

5. Final Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan
The intention of the Final Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan phase is for the Ōtorohanga District Council to adopt the Ōtorohanga
Town Concept Plan.
During the Final Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan phase we will:
●
●

Submit the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan for review by elected members.
Update Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan in response to any feedback Ōtorohanga District Council deem necessary before
adoption.

Phase 5 Deliverables - Friday 30 September 2022
●

Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan adopted by Ōtorohanga District Council.

6. Placemaking
Early win placemaking projects, activations and/or mini projects initiated. TBC
The intention is to implement one or two small, visually impactful projects to engage the community and help cement the value of
the ŌTCP project/process.

3. Project Programme
Further to the programme outline in 1.3 above, refer to attached for full programme.

4. Decision Making Structure
The following decision-making structure has been designed to ensure that the appropriate approvals are sought from each level before outputs
are presented to the wider community.

Ōtorohanga Community Board
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5. Roles and Accountabilities Table
As project manager, Jacob Quinn will work closely with Gary Marshall to manage overall project delivery and coordination, key client contact
and progress reporting which will keep the project team aligned with the agreed scope. At the project initiation phase, we will produce an
agreed ‘project execution plan’, which will refine the proposed methodology into what we will do in partnership with the council team. Jacob
will manage this execution plan and lead project management through the discipline leads for timely delivery. He will maintain constructive
relationships and the focus of resources; Maintain fluid communications externally and internally proactively addressing concerns and
opportunities, involving appropriate expertise from the team; Identification of scope changes and risks, and project extension and acceptance
plan.
In addition, our methodology provides the flexibility to adapt to necessary changes - this can often be achieved through reallocating efforts and
deliverables between the various phases while keeping within the overall agreed budget. Our project governance and technical delivery lead
team, including Gary Marshall and Jacob Quinn as key workstream leads and Joao Machado as WSP project director, has proven extensive
experience adapting project delivery plans to changes beyond our control. We will hold regular client progress updates and strategy meetings
to keep us on track and identify any necessary adaptive changes to the program early on - thus avoiding unnecessary delays and managing
budget creeps efficiently.
Throughout the programme, we will seek direction and testing from Catherine Hamilton and/or Joao Machado which will further shore up the
quality assurance, analytical and strategic thinking going into the work we do, and affirm project direction through to completion.

Personnel
Company

Role

Responsibility / Tasks

Governance and Technical Lead Team

Gary Marshall
Resilio Studio

Project Director / Design
Lead

Gary will be the Project Director and Design Lead. He will be charged with delivering the project on
time and budget, for maintaining the design quality and will be held accountable for the success of
the project, as he will be charged with integrating the design inputs from consultants, project
partners, and stakeholders. In summary Gary will:
●
Serve as the primary point of contact for Ōtorohanga District Council and manage the
budget.
●
Manage the design programme and budget.
●
Together with Jacob Quinn provide for regular reporting to the client.
●
Communicate goals and expectations to the wider team.
●
Drive inter-disciplinary review and integrated design outcomes with the client, other
consultants, and stakeholders.

Jacob Quinn
WSP

Project Manager /
Engagement Lead

Jacob will fulfill the role of project manager and will be charged with ensuring that the consultancy
team is working together in a cohesive and coordinated manner, ensuring that quality assurance
and project risks are managed. In summary Jacob will:
●
Serve as key client contact for project programme and deliverables.
●
Work closely with Gary Marshall to ensure consultant team workflows are aligned with
project goals and deliverables.
●
Together with Gary Marshall, provide for regular reporting to the client.
●
Manage subconsultants.
●
Manage QA processes for the design team.
●
Manage the risk, SID, opportunity, and decision registers and drive workshops.
Jacob will lead and coordinate all the engagement and consultation arm of the project. He will
establish positive working relationships with stakeholders and mana whenua partners (working
closely with iwi engagement lead Nicky Deeley) to incorporate mayor/councillor, community board,
iwi, project partner, stakeholder and community input into the design.

Ōtorohanga Community Board
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Joao Machado
WSP

WSP Project Director
Technical Lead - Spatial,
Regional and Urban
Planning, Rural and Coastal
Planning, IAP2 Public
Participation,
Infrastructure Integration

Joao will act as WSP’s project director at the governance, direction-setting, and quality assurance
for the project, further supporting the WSP and Resilio teams in both a technical delivery and
‘challenge team’ capacity.
Joao’s established working relationship with Resilio Studio has successfully delivered best-practice
award winning projects, as well as business case and infrastructure strategy projects in the Kaipara
District. Joao also collaborated with Resilio in delivering catalyst development master planning for
Eke Panuku Development Auckland - Waiapu Lane, Onehunga.

Design Challenge Team Lead

Catherine Hamilton
WSP

Design Challenge

Catherine will lead a Design Challenge Team that will be drawn from the wider WSP and Resilio
Studio offices.

Emmeline Ristori
Resilio Studio

Project Landscape
Architect

Emmeline will be the project Landscape Architect, working closely with the design leads to ensure a
complete set of documents, and a high quality of design integration and development.

Nicky Deeley
Resilio Studio

Iwi engagement lead and
placemaking

Nicky will work alongside the design team as assistant and ally to Nehenehenui Regional Marae and
the wider Ngāti Maniapoto community and stakeholders, to ensure integration of the kaupapa of
this mana whenua group into the outcomes of the project.

Consultancy Team

Nicky will develop her current relationship with the Nehenehenui Regional Marae Committee by
facilitating their requested feedback meetings, gathering information for them, and making sure
that input, design, concerns, practical information and milestones are swiftly communicated to, and
from, the design team to mana whenua across the region, with a mobile approach to reach and
include rural areas.

Marcus Richardson
Drawn Studio

Architecture, urban design,
urban form

Working closely with the design team, Marcus will input into the analysis and development of the
town center framework plan including community facilities needs assessment, main street
enhancement plan and town entrances.

Kaylie Bramley
WSP

Urban and Transport
Planning

Kaylie will be our key specialist working through the mobility and transport planning components of
this project. In particular through Phases 2 and 3, when we pull together the high-level transport
assessment to inform key moves and project direction, Kaylie will lead the transport and micromobility inputs for the project team.

Costings and Infrastructure
Strategy Input

Together with Sam Watson-Holmes and Chrissy Morehu, Kaylie will also run some of the 1:1 and
group interviews / workshops online or in person as circumstances allow. The information gathered
through these sessions will inform the writing for the ŌTCP.

Sam Watson-Holmes
WSP

Planning and Project
Management

Assist with project managing tasks alongside with Jacob Quinn, as well as fulfilling key requirements
of the WSP project management and project governance framework.
Undertake research of regional and local planning during Phases 3 and 4. Together with Kaylie
Bramley and Chrissy Morehu, Sam will also run some of the 1:1 and group interviews / workshops
online or in person as circumstances allow. The information gathered through these sessions will
inform the writing for the ŌTCP.
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Michael Jones
WSP

Principal Planner
Strategic Planning, Spatial
Planning, and
Infrastructure Funding.

Finn Mackesy
Resilio Studio

Placemaking lead
Youth and elderly
Engagement

Chrissy Morehu
WSP

Landscape Architecture /
Cultural Design

Work with asset managers at Ōtorohanga District Council managers to map and determine the
extent of Ōtorohanga’s three waters infrastructure and network. Harnessing Michael’s extensive
experience in aligning growth with infrastructure, Michael will play a key role advising the growth
analysis and action plans for the ŌTCP.

Finn will work closely with Jacob Quinn and broader design team to develop placemaking strategies
for ŌTCP
Develop and deliver interactive workshops for representatives of Ōtorohanga youth and elderly.
Chrissy will work alongside Nicky Deeley to drive mana whenua design integration and will be
delivering design documentation and to assist with tikanga aspects of engagement and project
delivery.
Together with Kaylie Bramley and Sam Watson-Holmes, Chrissy will also run some of the 1:1 and
group interviews / workshops online or in person as circumstances allow. The information gathered
through these sessions will inform the writing for the ŌTCP.
Chrissy will also work closely with Emmeline Ristori and Stevie Bracken to support the
documentation for the project.

Stevie Bracken
Resilio Studio

Landscape Architecture

Stevie will work closely with Emmeline and Chrissy to support the documentation for the project.

Alex Yuan
WSP

Economic Assessment

Alex will provide a high-level economic assessment to inform the future commercial, industrial and
residential growth areas. Alex will also work alongside our Infrastructure team to provide a better
understanding of the economics that underpins the needs assessment involved with investing in
new community facilities.

* Assuming a 32 week programme

6. Health and Safety
Health and safety is important to Resilio Studio and WSP. Within both our organisations, we ensure that the project team complies with all
aspects of the Health and Safety at Work Act (2015) through the systematic management of safety matters from office environment and
culture and from design through to site supervision. We recognise our obligations under the Act to provide for the safety and well-being of our
staff, contractors and others affected in our offices and on the projects we work on.
WSP’s processes are certified to ISO 45001 and both organisations’ H&S processes follow a methodical approach to identify, assess and control
health, safety and environmental hazards. Both organisations have a comprehensive and robust safety system underpinned by Health and
Safety policies. Each project has a specific approach to safety built around established procedures that reflect the nature of the work and
associated issues. Should the opportunity for placemaking emerge through the process, Resilio Studio and WSP have developed whole of life
safety protocols based on Safety in Design (SiD) incorporating the legislation. The SiD philosophy is that everyone involved in the project, and all
phases of the design has an effect and input into SiD, irrespective of whether they are design staff, constructors, maintenance staff, or asset
owners. From our experience, the earlier a SiD review is completed, the easier and less expensive it is to adopt any associated design changes.
For this reason, we propose:
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●
●
●
●

SiD workshops at the preliminary design review stage and detailed design stage
The SiD register including actions taken and the identified risk owner in the contract documents to ensure the Contractor and subcontractors are aware of the hazards
Continue to monitor the issued SiD register during MSQA
On completion of construction, ŌDC will continue to update and inform maintenance staff.

7. Quality Assurance
7.1 Project Review and Verification
All reports (including, maps, diagrams, text etc) will be checked through a formal peer review before any work is issued. This will be led by
discipline leads and the programme manager and involve WSP design challenge Catherine Hamilton to ensure:
●
●
●

Critical planning and design elements are captured early;
Planning is responsive to the constraints and opportunities
Risk assessment is considered and forecasted through phases.

The review and verification process will involve:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Resilio Studio and WSP have review verification process which controls the quality of work being issued, these are done at 10%, 50%
and 90% stages of the project ( a Plan-Do-Check-Act approach);
All deliverables will be listed (as a minimum) stating the author, checker, verifier and approver for each deliverable being generated;
The verifier should always be independent of the author and checker of the deliverable;
Any assumptions made during the checking or verification process should be documented;
The specialist software versions being used for any deliverable should be documented;
Any issues identified during the checking or verification processes should be addressed prior to issue to client;
Evidence of the nature of the checking and/or verification process should be documented, either on a marked-up copy of the
deliverable or through some form of documented checking or verification form or checklist; and
Evidence of the checking and verification process shall be retained.

7.2 Continual Improvement
Each organisation and work stream shall aim to continually improve the processes, methodologies and deliverables for this project. This can
include innovation challenges or other methods for ensuring the overall success of the project. Any changes to processes will be included
within subsequent versions of this PEP. Any changes in methodologies will be documented in the methodology statements for each work
stream, and any changes in deliverables will be included within the deliverable itself and the verification register for that work stream.

7.3 Non-conformance and Corrective Action
Where non-conformances are found during the project, these shall be dealt with in accordance with the internal procedures of the relevant
organisation. All parties will collaborate effectively to resolve the problem as quickly as possible to ensure that the overall objectives of the
project can still be achieved. The action taken shall be documented and where necessary applied to other parts of the process that will be
improved by implementing the action. Lessons learned from one phase of the project will be applied to other phases as necessary. All
personnel who need to be made aware of the change will be notified by the Programme Manager (or their delegate).
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8. Risk Register
The Table below identifies risks associated with the development and delivery of the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan. We propose to avoid,
manage and mitigate these risks through open and regular communication with the client and where appropriate, working with the broader
design team to turn these into design objectives to ensure our design process constantly seeks to address and find solutions to these risks.

High Project Impact

Risk

Description

Action

Avoid

Engagement during
COVID-19 outbreak

Manage

There is a risk that during the engagement
phases of the project we will be at Alert
Level Red and government directives make
face-to-face engagement with project
partners and stakeholders difficult or not
possible.

Mitigate

Remedy

X

For all face-to-face engagement, to mitigate the
risk of transmission of COVID-19, Health and
Safety controls and protocols in accordance with
NZ government advice will be followed at all
times by all parties. This may include but is not
limited to social distancing, limited number of
attendees at the venue, My Vaccine Pass scanned
upon entry to the venue, and requirement for all
attendees to wear face masks.

Any face to face engagement sessions and
workshops at Alert Level Red will have
restricted people movements, and may
also have reduced turn-out due to unease
with face to face engagement.

For stakeholders and project partners unable to
participate in face to face engagement due to My
Vaccine Pass requirements, or hesitant to
participate in face-to-face engagement due to
the risk of COVID-19 transmission, digital tools
can be used for engagement, including
workshops and co-design sessions to achieve
quality outcomes. A dedicated Collaboration
Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring
remote technology is always available for virtual
engagement and communication with
stakeholders. These digital engagement
strategies will increase accessibility and
participation for a diverse community within a
codesign setting.
The project team is not located solely in one
location allowing for our team to be agile. We
also have one team member permanently based
in Ōtorohanga township who can facilitate onsite and in person engagements if required.

There is a risk that during the engagement
phases of the project we will be at Alert
Level Orange. Face-to-face stakeholder
and project partner engagements will have
restricted people movements, and may
also have reduced turn-out by
stakeholders due to unease with face to
face engagement.

Ōtorohanga Community Board
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For all face-to-face engagement, to mitigate the
risk of transmission of COVID-19, Health and
Safety controls and protocols in accordance with
NZ government advice will be followed at all
times by all parties participating in face to face
engagements. This may include but is not limited
to social distancing, limited number of attendees
at the venue, My Vaccine Pass scanned upon
entry to the venue, and requirement for all
attendees to wear face masks.
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For stakeholders and project partners unable to
participate in face-to-face engagement due to
My Vaccine Pass requirements, or hesitant to
participate in face to face engagement due to the
risk of COVID-19 transmission, digital tools can
be used for engagement, including workshops
and co-design sessions to achieve quality
outcomes. A dedicated Collaboration Coordinator
will be responsible for ensuring remote
technology is always available for virtual
engagement and communication with
stakeholders. These digital engagement
strategies will increase accessibility and
participation for a diverse community within a
codesign setting.

Business Continuity Specifically in regards
to Covid-19 pandemic
risks

There is a risk that key personnel are
unable to fulfill their role on the team due
to COVID-19..

x

Note: At the time of writing, the omicron
outbreak is expected to peak during crucial
initial stages of the project.

During key deliverable periods, back-up staff are
identified to step into roles in the event that a
key member or several members of the project
team are affected by Covid-19 outbreak / related
issues.
Staff are able and set up to work from home to
continue delivering work, e.g. in the event of
having to isolate due to close contact or
recovering from Covid-19 and able to work.
Depending on the severity of the impact, where
delays to the programme are unavoidable, such
delays are identified as early as possible with a
contingency plan agreed and actioned as
required.

Change in Stakeholder
Expectations

The risk to budget and time if the projects
partners or stakeholders change their
expectations or vision for the project.

Ōtorohanga Community Board
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Early engagement of Iwi partners and Key
Stakeholders is critical to managing expectations.
A back-brief of the project will be issued to the
Reference group and regular touch points and an
active risk register shall capture any change in
expectation for immediate response.
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Medium Project Impact

Risk

Description

Action

Avoid

Number of
Engagements

The proposed number of engagements
requires inputs from a wide range of
project partners and stakeholders which
will require coordination of various
representative’s timetables, coordination
with Council staff and meeting schedules.
Whilst we plan on managing this project
proactively, previous commitments of
partners and stakeholders are largely
outside of our control, and there is a risk
that the schedule could be pushed out as a
result of parties external to the consultant
team not being able to meet with us in the
timeframes outlined in the programme.

Scope Creep

Community and stakeholder engagement
often comes with the risk of scope creep.

Ōtorohanga Community Board
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Remedy

Steps to mitigate extending the project schedule
include:
●
Establishing a close working relationship
between the Project Control Group and the
Project Team
●
Utilising best practice project management
protocols such as an agreed project execution
plan, communication plan, engagement plan,
regular updating to the governance group and
organisation of engagement/consultation
events well in advance.

Following the kick-off stage, a project execution
plan we shared with the Ōtorohanga District
Council Project team for sign-off. This will identify
all key deliverables and highlight any additional
services that may be required. Any change in
services required shall be discussed informally in
the Project Team for formal validation before
progressing.
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Program Over-run

The major risk to program over-run is
engagement of the major stakeholders.

X

Risk of project over-run will be managed by:
● Early engagement with project partners and
stakeholders to inform the design process
● Transparent process with stakeholders
through Social Pinpoint, if used.
● Project Team understanding Project Delivery
Plan and regularly reviewing ŌTCP progress
against Project Delivery Plan
● Effective communication across the Project
Team
● Early identification of potential rework or
design changes through internal review
process

Another risk potentially causing program
over-run is re-work and late design
changes to the ŌTCP.

Budget

Council, stakeholder and public
expectations do not meet the budget,
timeframes, and project deliverables.

This project will follow an early-engagement
process to mitigate this or highlight immediately
any risk of change. Key milestones and touch
points shall be identified in the Project Program
and a Project Management Plan shall be
produced in the kick-off stage of this project.

X

At the start of the project, expectation, scope and
timeframes are agreed through community
engagement, such as community and reference
group feedback dates.
Although no budget has been specifically
allocated for the build of particular areas of the
Town Centre concept plan (beyond the Plan) we
will ensure that wherever possible we will align
to any funding opportunities, as well as designing
practically to be able to deliver on suitable or
reasonable build budgets.

Currently no set budget for construction or
variations

No budget available for variations. Should
additional expenses be required on certain
aspects of the ŌTCP, reduced expenses will occur
for other aspects of the ŌTCP. Risk will be
managed by being transparent of any change(s)
to ŌTCP and the effects of any change(s) to
project outcomes to project partners, client and
stakeholders
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Meaningful
engagement with Iwi
and Hapū

Recent experience in similar types of
planning exercises has seen iwi and hapu
representatives struggle to resource
effectively and have timely involvement,
therefore the partnership approach has
been harder to achieve.

Inadequate
stakeholder
engagement

There is a risk that we do not engage all
stakeholders timely and adequately during
the procurement and construction
process, which could lead to:
● Not fully understanding the context of
the project culturally
● Area(s), feature(s) etc. of significance or
amenity value to stakeholder(s) not
identified or accurately assessed
● Omit certain perspectives of
Ōtorohanga community
● Project partners and stakeholders
feeling like their thoughts, opinions
and/or views are not appropriately
considered
● Interactions with project partners and
stakeholders to elicit required
information is not as effective or
collaborative as expected.

Ōtorohanga Community Board

X

Assigned a $8,000 budget to support attendance.
To empower iwi and hapu through this review,
Council and the Project Team will map out the
engagement sessions in advance, ensure that
pre-engagement material is sent at least 7 days
ahead of hui date, follow up on hui
actions/minutes, and engagement funding
agreements are agreed to resource effectively.

X
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The Communication and Engagement Plan
includes provisions ensuring all reasonable
efforts can and will be made to engage with all
stakeholders adequately and in a timely manner.
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Low Project Impact

Risk

Description

Action

Avoid

Manage

Change in policy /
standards

The ŌTCP will be prepared in alignment
with current policies and standards, there
is a risk these may change during the
project phase.

Alignment with
community projects

There is a risk that planned community
projects that will interface with the ŌTCP
are not adequately aligned and/or
coordinated with the ŌTCP, potentially
resulting in project delays, rework,
diminished reputation and safety risks.

Political interference

There is a risk that engagement activities
become disconnected or uncoordinated
due to political actors, community
members or ODC staff creating their own
opportunities in isolation from the wider
project team, especially given local body
elections in October

X

ŌDC Project Manager Ross McNeil will be
on leave for approximately 1 month during
the project period, during which time
Nardia Gower will be the acting Project
Manager for ŌDC. There is a risk that
project management responsibilities of
ŌDC are not fully understood upon
handover to Nardia, and subsequently
ŌDC project management tasks and
responsibilities are not undertaken,
undertaken inadequately or not in a timely
manner whilst Ross is on leave.

X

Acting ŌDC Project
Manager

Ōtorohanga Community Board

X

Mitigate

Remedy

X

Thorough research in the background
information shall seek to identify chronologically
the information and provide a hierarchy of
information. Regular touch points and an active
risk register shall capture any change in
expectation for immediate response. Should any
change(s) by recorded or signaled of relevant
policies or standards, the entity or group
governing the change(s) will be engaged with to
confirm timeframes and potential effect(s) on the
ŌTCP.

Early engagement with stakeholders will identify
community projects and understand their
objectives and scope, so that preparation of the
ŌTCP can include a formal review of overlaps and
interface points with community project(s) that
will need resolution.

The Community reference group includes political
appointees who will provide insights into the
local political climate.

Any concerns in relation to political interference
will be raised by the Project Manager or Chief
Executive with the Community Board Chair or
Mayor as appropriate. All key decisions will be
made by either the Community Board or the
Council in a formal meeting, with appropriate
records taken.
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Prior to Ross taking leave, there will be a project
handover meeting between Ross and Nardia to
ensure all project manager responsibilities are
fully understood, and a meeting will be held with
the Project Team, Ross and Nadia to ensure all
individuals on the Project Team understand
Nardia’s responsibilities as is the acting ŌDC
Project Manager and communicate the period in
which Nardia will be the acting ŌDC Project
Manager.
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1. About this Communication and Engagement Plan
The purpose of this Communication and Engagement Plan is to set out a clear framework for developing and managing the engagement and
relationships with project partners, key stakeholders and the community / general public for the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (hereafter
referred to as ‘the Project’). It aims to guide the process for implementing stakeholder engagement to ensure the right people and groups are
approached and provided with information and ample opportunities to be meaningfully involved in the Project.
This Plan outlines:
●
●
●
●
●
●

the nature and background to the project;
the engagement principles, objectives and outcome sought;
a framework for engagement;
the protocols to be followed for all communication and engagement;
the parties to be involved in communication and engagement; and
the tools and activities to be used in conducting communication and engagement.

This is an internal live document that should be reviewed and amended as necessary throughout the duration of the Project. This allows for
flexibility and adaptability in the engagement process, in order to respond to the specific needs of project partners, key stakeholders and the
community / general public. As such, the groups and individuals identified and engagement methods selected may change through the phases
of the project's delivery.
Approval of Engagement Plan - The preparation of this Communication and Engagement Plan was led by Jacob Quinn, WSP Waikato and was
supported by Resilio Studio for issue to Ōtorohanga District Council as Client.
This document should be read in conjunction with the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Project Execution Plan, which includes all project
risks, including communications and engagement risks.

2. Background and Project Objective
[Adapted from ODC Council report 28 Sep 2021]
Ōtorohanga District Council’s (Council’s) adopted 2021-31 Long Term Plan (LTP) included provision for the development of Town/Urban
Centre Plans (TCP) for Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga, and the review/update of the Ōtorohanga Rural Community Plan. Development of the
Ōtorohanga TCP is signaled for 2021/22, with a budget provision of $300,000.
Town Centre or Concept Plans provide a blueprint to guide the future development of a defined urban area, typically with a focus on a town
centre (CBD). As there are expected to be matters for consideration that affect the entire Ōtorohanga urban area, it is better to refer to this
project as the Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (TCP).
Key to the successful delivery of the TCP project will be local leadership and the Ōtorohanga Community Board and the Council play key roles
in this regard. A Community Steering Group will be established to support the project, with membership drawn from across the local
community. Specific engagement with Iwi/mana whenua via the Nehenehenui Advisory Group is proposed to establish how they might best
be represented on the project. Equally important will be the involvement of other project partners, key stakeholders, the wider community
and general public in the TCP process, and a communications/engagement plan [this plan] to be developed in this regard.
The project plan indicates the adoption by Council of an Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan in September 2022 (i.e. prior to the local
government elections in October 2022). The project plan also signaled the appointment of suitably qualified/experienced consultants to
develop the draft Town Concept Plan and assist with community/stakeholder engagement [Resilio Studio and WSP Studio were appointed].
The project will be supported by a Council staff project team, with monthly progress reporting expected to both the Community Board and
Council.

Key Messages - External
●
●

Ōtorohanga 2050 - we are looking to our future and want to provide a vibrant town centre both for our current residents, and
those generations to come.
Community input into the upcoming Ōtorohanga Concept Plan is vital.
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●
●
●
●
●

This approach to planning will help bring to life Council’s vision of creating “Ōtorohanga – where kiwi can fly. A dynamic, inclusive
and unique district”.
The impact of growth on the Ōtorohanga district is significant. A plan will help us manage these growth impacts and deliver
benefits for our communities.
Feedback received through our LTP process confirmed that our district is looking for a change and wants investment into our
townships.
A concept plan will address growth, infrastructure, social and cultural wellbeing, community, environmental, economic and
transport issues and opportunities.
We want you [partners, stakeholders, the public] to be part of the process so that you can share your future wants and needs for
Ōtorohanga township. Your thoughts on what you want your town to be are vital. You might want, for example, more parks,
public spaces or other social services. Tell us your ideas by coming along to the public workshops, our pop ups, or engaging online,
so we know what is important to you and your community.

Key Messages - Internal (Council staff and Elected Members)
●
●

Please encourage your community to attend a workshop/engage online, via Facebook on Council and Community pages, so they
can have their say on the Town Centre Plan and the future of Ōtorohanga.
Staff and Elected Member attendance at these workshops is critical so we present a united front and can effectively participate in
internal strategic/planning sessions.

3. Communication and Engagement Objectives
It is recommended that the following general consultation and engagement principles for the project should be:
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ensure project partners, stakeholders and the community understand that this is a Council initiative, with the Ōtorohanga
Community Board playing a key governance role.
Comply with the principles and (preferably exceed the) requirements for consultation under legislation and policies.
Acknowledge that project partners, stakeholders and community have a right to expect that their views, concerns and aspirations
are consistently understood, given full consideration and reflected in project decisions.
Provide project partners, stakeholders and community with timely information on the project during key stages of the project
development.
Receive, consider and respond to the feedback from project partners, stakeholders and community in a way that works to ensure
that their concerns and aspirations are reflected in the alternatives/options developed and to provide feedback to them on how
their inputs influenced decision making.
Engage widely with the Ōtorohanga community – let them know we’re creating a new plan for the future of Ōtorohanga township
and that their thoughts will contribute to the development of the concept plan.
Communicate and engage in a way which shows that the Council wants to “tell the story early, tell the truth and tell it
themselves”. (Therefore Council will be the front face of public engagement and “own” the communications)
Have as many people as possible hear about the plan and want to get involved in the process, for example by way of online
engagement and in person (covid restrictions permitting) at public workshops.
Have a wide cross-section of the community engage in the process - Council wants to hear from those groups that they wouldn’t
usually hear from – for example our youth and elderly.
Ensure Board members/Councillors hear from their community about what is important to them.
Go back to the community to let them know what they told us, confirm that we have heard correctly and tell them what will
happen next.
Work towards achieving Council’s vision of creating a place where kiwi can fly, a dynamic, inclusive and unique district. We want
to promote and showcase vibrancy in our town centres.

The communication objectives for the project are to:
●
●
●
●
●

Ensure key target internal stakeholders have an accurate understanding of the project and its progress through the provision of
consistent and timely reports and information.
Engage early and constructively with project partners, stakeholders and community.
Minimise uncertainty and dispel misinformation.
Gather feedback on the project to inform the concept design.
Maintain and enhance existing relationships with partners and stakeholders.
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●
●

Enhance Council’s reputation for quality delivery of projects and responsiveness to employees, customers, residents and
ratepayers, and external operators.
Manage risks to the project and to Council’s reputation.

4. Consultant Communication Deliverables
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Manage and resource (alongside Council staff) external project partner, stakeholder and community consultation and
engagement;
Provide attendance and technical information for specific project partner, stakeholder and community meetings, as determined
by the project manager;
Fully document responses from in person and online consultation and engagement and review, consider and advise in respect of
all feedback in the design and review process;
Manage development of appropriate collateral/ communications material for general distribution;
Provide Client design drawings, maps, concepts images etc that are suitable for external audiences;
Provide regular and timely updates and/or content for use by Client on Client communications assets and/ or channels, including
social media (such as Council Facebook and community page);
To maintain engagement plans, communication processes and key relationships to inform the future project phases; and
Provide any information requested by Client for media releases and other public information products (Client will prepare any
media/political communication).

5. Engagement Approach and Methods
Our proposed engagement approach to the ŌTCP seeks to engage with project partners, stakeholders and community early in the process
and regularly to ensure their ideas, concerns, aspirations and insights are factored into the project before key decisions are made. It also
brings partners and stakeholders along on the journey of the project through an informed and participatory process that leads to a clear
project direction and successful design solutions.
The engagement and consultation process for the ŌTCP will involve a wide range of participants. It is not practical or desirable to involve
everyone equally in the design process. To ensure that everyone involved in or impacted by the project is engaged authentically, the
International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) Spectrum of Participation framework helps to organise how different individuals,
groups, organisations and authorities participate in the design and decision making process. This framework identifies all project
collaborators and stakeholders, the degrees of influence they have at different stages of the project and on the final outcome. The spectrum
has five broad groupings with decreasing levels of involvement and influence on the project.
Project Team - The Project Team is empowered to provide recommendations for final outcomes. The Project Team is committed
to facilitating meaningful participation for all parties.
Project Partners - Project Partners collaborate with the project team in each aspect of the process including the development of
alternatives and the identification of the preferred solutions. The commitment to Project Partners is to look to them for advice
and innovation and incorporate this in decisions as much as possible.
Key Stakeholders - Key Stakeholders are involved throughout the process to ensure that their concerns and aspirations are
consistently understood and considered. The commitment to Key Stakeholders is to work with them to ensure their concerns and
aspirations are directly reflected in the decisions made.
Stakeholders - Stakeholders are consulted to obtain feedback on analysis, alternatives and/or decisions. The commitment to
Stakeholders is to listen to them and acknowledge their concerns.
General Public - The General Public are informed with balanced and objective information to assist them in understanding the
project purpose, alternatives, opportunities and/or solutions. The commitment to the General Public is to keep them informed
and provide opportunities for feedback.
The spectrum of participation table below provides an overview and draft guide of the roles and influence of different people, organisations
and communities in planning and decision-making processes through the development of the project.
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We understand that it is vital to the success of this project that all stakeholders are engaged early and regularly updated to ensure the
programme does not suffer any delay. A copy of the final agreed project programme (part of the project execution plan) shall be distributed
to relevant partners and stakeholders so that expectations are clear from the outset. The design team shall maintain a close and regular
relationship with both the project team and project partners. We will engage early with all parties, with regular touch points prior to the draft
town concept plan presentations and public consultation. A risk register (contained within the Project Execution Plan) will capture and
manage all opportunities and risks that arise during the project, which will be shared frequently with the project team and project partners
for review and necessary action.
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6. Project Spectrum of Participants
AUDIENCE

Project Team

Project Partners

Key Stakeholders

Stakeholders

General Public

PARTICIPATION

Empower

Collaborate

Involve

Consult

Inform

Goal

Group manages a successful process
Partner in each aspect of the process
and provides recommendations for final including providing strategic direction,
outcomes.
shaping of the process, the
development of options and
alternatives and identification of
preferred solutions.

Commitment

“Facilitate meaningful participation for
all parties”.

Typical Engagement
Methods

Co-design workshops / meetings / site Co-design workshops / interactive
Focus Groups and Interviews /
Public open days and meetings / Site Public open days / Media release /
hikoi - site observation / Internal design board games / meetings / Hui / Project Surveys / interactive board games / activations / Online engagement /
collaboration with local
critique workshops.
update presentations.
Site activations / Stakeholder
surveys / Interactive public display.
publishers/media
meetings

Ōtorohanga Community Board

Work directly with key stakeholders Obtain feedback on analysis,
throughout the process to ensure
alternatives and/or decisions.
that their concerns and aspirations
are consistently understood and
considered.

“We will look to you for direction,
“We will work with you to ensure
advice and innovation and incorporate your ideas, concerns and
this in decisions”.
aspirations are directly reflected in
the process and decisions made”.

AGENDA

“We will listen to and acknowledge
your concerns”.

Provide the public with balanced and
objective information to assist them
in understanding the problem,
alternatives, opportunities and/or
solutions.

“We will keep you informed and
provide feedback opportunities”.
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7. Participants and Their Needs
Spectrum of Participants

Participant contact details

Level of interest
(low/medium/high)

Ability to
impact

What we want from
participant

What participant wants from
us

Ongoing engagement and
collaboration as project team
members..

To collaborate with the project team in
each aspect of the process including the
development of alternatives and the
identification of the preferred solutions.

(low/medium/high)

Project Team
Ōtorohanga District Council Project
team

Ross McNeil
Strategic Advisor and Project Manager

High

High

Karen Brake
Communications Lead

Contribute ideas for innovation
across all aspects of the plan.

Carmen Smith
Finance
Jaime McLellan
Engineering

To be involved in key decisions.
To listen, and check that we have
understood all feedback correctly.
To deliver on time, on budget, a series
of meaningful, quality outcomes.

Heather Taylor
Library Manager

To be transparent, approachable, warm,
and timely.

Tracey Carter
Regulatory Admin
Alex Riddleston-Barret
Parks and Reserves/Community Facilities
Andrew Loe
GM Regulatory & Growth
Elected Officials

Ōtorohanga Community Board Chair
Neville Gadd

High

High
Final approval and adoption of the
plan.

Ōtorohanga Community Board member
Kat Brown-Merrin

Become Champions within their
community for the project

Ōtorohanga Community Board member
Peter Coventry

Involvement in process and early and
ongoing engagement and
communication.
High quality plan that represents
community aspiration and is realistic
and deliverable.

Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Ōtorohanga Community Board member
Alan Buckman
Mayor Max Baxter
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Ōtorohanga Ward Councillor
Katrina Christison
Ōtorohanga Ward Councillor
Rodney Dow
Design Team

Gary Marshall
Director, Resilio Studio

High

Medium

High

High

N/A

N/A

Jacob Quinn
WSP Project Manager and Engagement
Lead
Nicky Deeley
Resilio Studio/Ōtorohanga Museum

Project Partners

Nehenehenui Regional Management
Committee (NRMC)
Represented by

Derek Wooster
Chair

Collaboration and genuine partnership.
Ongoing engagement and
collaboration as partners.

Wikitōria Tāne
Main contact

Guide WSP and Resilio Studio teams
with ongoing advice and feedback.

Gabrielle Morgan-Logan
Nehenehenui Advisory Group

Contribute ideas for innovation
across all aspects of the plan.

Yvonne Mita
Bill Paki

Contribute creative ideas to assist in
solving design challenges.

Joe Elliot

Contribute to the development of
the Communication and
Engagement Plan in respect of
iwi/mana whenua engagement..
Identification of culturally and
historically significant sites, both
those which are no- go and those to
be celebrated.

To collaborate with the Nehenehenui
Project Team Reps through the process.
To listen, and check that we have
understood their feedback correctly.
To deliver meaningful, quality outcomes
that reflect and champion the values,
and aspirations of Nehenehenui, Ngāti
Maniapoto, and the wider Ōtorohanga
community.
To be transparent, approachable, warm,
and timely.
To have a single point of contact
available to field questions and
concerns (Nicky Deeley)

Sharing of unique lived experiences
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within Ōtorohanga to inform design
approaches.
Waka Kotahi NZTA

David Speirs – Regional Director

Med

High
Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Involvement in process and early and
ongoing engagement and
communication

Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and collaboration

Involvement in process and early and
ongoing engagement and
communication

Key Stakeholders
Community Advisory Group

Grant Mathews
Paper Plus owner

High

High

Become Champions within
community for project

Kat Payne
Police Officer

Collaboration and Partnership

Karine Te Kanawa
Artist/Educator
Tori Muller
Stay at home mum/qualified Barrister
& Solicitor
Tamara Mateni
Active in community
organisations/youth
Kim van Straalen
Small business owner
Steven Wilshier
Otorohanga Timber Company owner
Todd Ormsby
Builder
Jo Butcher
Small business owner & active in
community organisations
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Youth and Elder Group

TBC - facilitated via Council

High

Ōtorohanga Community
Organisations

Including but not limited to Economic
Development Board, RSA, Support
House, Rotary, Lions, Lyceum, The
Ōtorohanga Club, Library, Beattie Home,
Maori Womens Welfare League, Thrive
Youth Trust, IHC, KiwiHouse.

Med

Ōtorohanga District Council
Departments

Nardia Gower
GM Strategy & Community

Med

Medium
Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Involvement in process and early and
ongoing engagement and
communication

Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Involvement in process and early and
ongoing engagement and
communication

Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Involvement in process and early and
ongoing engagement and
communication

Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Ongoing engagement and
communication

Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Collaboration and Partnership

Med

Med

Andrew Loe
GM Regulatory & Growth
Mark Lewis
GM Engineering & Assets
Graham Bunn
GM Business Enablement
Crown Agencies

Ngāti Maniapoto Trust Board

Including but not limited to Ministry for
Housing and Urban Development, MoE,
Other Crown Agencies with an interest
Utilities

Low

TBC

High

Med

High

Identification of no-go areas
To notify of future Ngāti Maniapoto
plans and investments within
Ōtorohanga.

Recognise, reflect, and champion the
aspirations and values of
Ngāti Maniapoto.
To walk kindly and avoid significant
cultural sites.
To provide an alignment between
Ōtorohanga District Council and future
Ngāti Maniapoto plans and investments.

Stakeholders
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Wider Ngāti Maniapoto community

TBC

TBC

TBC

Ōtorohanga community - Everyone
who lives, works, learns and /or
plays in Ōtorohanga and its wider
district

Med

Low

Kāwhia community

Low

TBC

TBC

Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in

Involvement in process and early and
ongoing engagement and
communication

Low
Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in.

The wider Te Rohe Potāe/ King
Country community

Low

Ongoing engagement and
communication.

Low
Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in.

Ongoing engagement and
communication.

General Public
Wider Waikato community
Media;
Maniapoto FM,
King Country News,
Te Awamutu Courier, Waikato
Times,
T3 Media.

Ōtorohanga Community Board

Low

Med
Feedback on options, ongoing
engagement and buy-in
Coverage
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Ongoing engagement and
communication.
Materials ready to consume, print or
share.
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8. Participant Engagement Action Plan

Participants

Method

Engagement
frequency

Date(s) and
location

Ōtorohanga District Council Project
team

Project Team Meeting

Monthly (or as required)

Gary Marshall

Elected Officials

Presentation/Report

Monthly

Jacob Quinn/ Ross McNeil

Nehenehenui Project Team Reps
(Wikitoria Tāne point of contact)

Email update

Weekly

Huiputea

Activity owner

Activity progress

Nicky Dealy

Monthly Hui

Nehenehenui Regional Management
Committee (RMC)

Email updates and
feedback options via
RMC secretary mailing
list.

Bi Monthly

Nicky Deely

Ngāti Maniapoto Trust Board

Email update

Monthly email updates.

Nicky Deely

Community Advisory Group

Presentation/Report

Monthly (or as required)

Jacob Quinn / Ross McNeil

Youth and Elder Group (facilitated via
Council)

TBC

Beginning, middle and
end

Jacob Quinn

Monthly updates and
contributions at
scheduled RMC meetings
(Sundays).

For consultant team to consider
youth engagement through schools
(Ōtorohanga college, senior classes)
ODC to advice re elder group
Jacob Quinn
Email update
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Ōtorohanga Community
Organisations

Beginning, middle and
end

Ōtorohanga District Council
Departments

Email update

Beginning, middle and
end

Waka Kotahi NZTA

Email update + one on
one contact via David
Spears regional
relationships manager

Beginning, middle and
end

Ministry for Housing and Urban
Development

Email update

Beginning, middle and
end

Wider Ngāti Maniapoto community

Public information via
news and social media

Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end

Jacob Quinn / Ross McNeil
Ross McNeil

Ōtorohanga community

Public information via
news and social media

Kāwhia community

Public information via
news and social media

The wider Te Rohe Potāe/ King
Country community

Public information via
news and social media

Wider Waikato community

Public information via
news and social media

Maniapoto FM

Public information via
news and social media

Te Awamutu Courier

Public information via
news and social media

Waikato Times

Public information via
news and social media

Ōtorohanga Community Board
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King Country News

Public information via
news and social media

T3 Media

Public information via
news and social media

Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end
Once, during public
engagement period followed by feedback at
the end

OTODC Coms Person

OTODC Coms Person

9. Proposed Partner and Stakeholder Activities
This is an internal live document designed to be reviewed and amended as necessary throughout the duration of the Project. As such, the communication and engagement methods may change through the phases of the
project delivery. Below is an initial skeleton of the proposed communication and engagement activities for the project. The intent is that this will be updated and refined throughout the duration of the project in collaboration
with the Council, partners and key stakeholders, depending on their needs.

9.1 Roles and Responsibilities – Project Team
The Consultant Project Manager and Engagement Lead will facilitate and lead the engagement process for the project.

9.2 Recording Stakeholder Feedback
Record of consultation/communication
●
●
●

All feedback will be recorded and considered for action
All meetings will be minuted
All communication records including meeting notes, stakeholder feedback and organised consultation events to be recorded.

The record will include:
●
●
●
●

The name of the person or group,
Contact details, and
Summary notes of the key issues or potential opportunities
Any undertaking or agreements reached

9.3 Communications and Engagement Methods to explore throughout projet lifetime
Communications Methods

Activity owner

Online focus with a dedicated user friendly website (re-purpose Ōtorohanga 2050 website). Include all up to date information about the project/process, and
provide a contactless feedback zone. Potential to utilise a platform like Social Pinpoint. Also use Council Facebook page and posts into the local community
Facebook page.

ODC
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Support above with bi-monthly letterbox flyers. Flyers also distributed to businesses, libraries, school newsletters, newspaper adverts, media release, community
and personal contacts (Councillors/Community Board chairs).

ODC

Run a regular ŌTCP update column in the KC News and TA courier, distribute this content across all media channels including Facebook and website. Address any
misinformation that may be in the community by way of proactive correct communications through this update.

ODC

Community workshops - communicating workshop details to a wide group of people in time for the workshops. Those who can’t attend the workshops being
made aware they can provide feedback/ideas in another format. Encourage a good cross section of the community to feed into the process.

ODC + Resilio Studio &
WSP

Staff knowledge of concept plan is thorough so they are confident in providing/clarifying information at workshops.

ODC + Resilio Studio &
WSP

Engagement Methods – typical engagement and communication methods the project may draw from, as needed

Activity owner

Co design workshops facilitated by the design team. These workshops create a space for creativity and collaboration between client, partners, stakeholders and the
consultant. It is rooted in participatory design and human-centered design, and aims to involve participants in the early phases of the design process.

Resilio Studio & WSP

Site hīkoi and observations. These involved partners and stakeholders joining client and design teams on site to share history, understand significance of place, and
discuss possible future use or change.

ŌDC + Resilio Studio &
WSP

Internal design critiques and workshops. This refers to analyzing a design, and giving feedback on whether it meets its requirements and objectives. A design
critique usually takes place as a group conversation with the ultimate goal of improving a design.

Resilio Studio & WSP

Interactive board games. Using three dimensions contoured landscape ‘boards’ and pre-fabricated materials, support specific segments of the local community
(namely youth and elders) to design their ideal future town centre. This interactive tool meaningfully engages these demographics in the design process and
provides insights and feedback to the project team about their concerns and issues about and aspirations for the future of Ōtorohanga.

Resilio Studio & WSP

Meetings/ hui / presentations. These are available to stakeholders in large or small groups and represent an opportunity to tailor messages or needs for specific
audiences. These can also take place in ‘pop up’ form at shops, community events or on the main street.

ODC + Resilio Studio &
WSP
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Focus Groups with Community Advisory Group. A research method generally considered to include a small group of people (less than 10) who usually share some
common characteristics such as age, background, or geography. Focus groups assist organisations to collect information pertaining to what different groups or a
set of people feel about a particular topic, design, or path forward. Focus groups are a research method but also create a unique engagement opportunity to learn
more about local concerns, issues and opportunities.

Resilio Studio & WSP

Use of Social Pinpoint - a digital app. Social Pinpoint is a customisable community interaction platform that is widely used by local government, designers and
community groups for various types of community engagement. Social Pinpoint helps to manage, track and analyze large amounts of online community feedback.
Social Pinpoint can host online forums, ideas wall, surveys and has online mapping capabilities that help to build a clear picture of how a community understands a
site and its unique characteristics and history. Social Pinpoint can be used in a workshop setting as well as online. The combination of online and offline tactics
helps to reach a wider community and increase participation rates, particularly in the current COVID-19 lockdown environment.

Resilio Studio & WSP

Community Survey. A research method that creates opportunities to gather information about a topic, create space for input and can lead to further engagement,
such as an invitation to a hui or workshop.

Resilio Studio & WSP

Site Activation & Placemaking. These can include on the ground trials, public engagement events or art displays, tactical urbanism (creation of new spaces or use
of space through temporary or long term design interventions)

Resilio Studio & WSP
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1 Project Initiation / Establishment (February)
1.1 Project Initiation Meeting - meeting with the client project team.
1.2 Project team site visit.
1.3 Initial Iwi engagement 1.
1.4 Project execution plan.
1.5 Engagement and communications plan.
1.9 Establish project risk register.
1.6 Project management.
1.7 Client communications.
1.8 Progress reporting.

2a Early Engagement (March - May)
2a.1 Elected member / community board - Workshop 1.
2a.2 Iwi Engagement 2 - Methods to be determined through initial engagement.
2a.3 Community Reference Group - Workshop 1.
2a.4 Youth and Elder Engagement.
2a.5 Internal / Public Sector Key Stakeholders interviews.
2a.6 Community Key Stakeholders interviews / focus groups.
2a.7 Public Open Day 1.
2a.8 Summary document of early engagement phase.
2a.9 Social Pinpoint.

2b Investigations (March - May)
2b.1 Review background material.
2b.2 Planning Assessment.
2b.3 3D Model of Maniapoto Street.
2b.4 Regional Assessment.
2b.5 Ōtorohanga Ward Analysis.
2b.6 Infrastructure Service Assessment.
2b.7 Community Facilities Assessment.
2b.8 Transport Assessment.
2b.9 Town Centre, Maniapoto Street and Town Entry Analysis.
2b.11 Summary document of key findings and themes from investigations.
2b.10 Public life survey.

3 Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (April - July)
3.1 Part A - Ōtorohanga Growth Strategy.
3.2 Part B - Ōtorohanga Town Center Framework Plan.
3.3 Elected member / community board Workshop 2.
3.4 Iwi engagement 3.
3.5 Community Reference Group Workshop 2.
3.6 Public Open Day 2.
3.7 Update Part A and Part B.
3.8 Part C - Action Plan.
3.9 Part D - Placemaking Strategy.
3.1O Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan document.

4 Draft Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan Engagement (July - August)
4.1 Iwi engagement 4.
4.2 Community Reference Group Workshop 3.
4.5 Elected member / community board Workshop 3.
4.3 Public Open Day 3.
4.4 Summary document of Draft Concept Plan Engagement
4.6 Update Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan.
4.7 Design and plan placemaking activities.

5 Final Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (September)
5.1 Elected member review of Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan.
5.2 Update Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan if and as required.

6 Placemaking - Early Win Projects
6.1 Placemaking - Early win placemaking projects and initiated.

E Expenses
Mana whenua engagement - Per workshop fee to enable mana whenua
engagement.
E.2 Travel.
E.1

E.3 Cost per workshop - printing, pens, paper, biscuits, tea and coffee (disbursements).
Cost per public open day - cost could include printing, venue hire, food and drinks,
E.4
equipment hire (for example gazebo) etc.

Ongoing work
Key milestone
Major deadline / deliverable
Key engagement
Potential unscheduled engagement
School Holidays
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Ōtorohanga – A Snapshot
Introduction
This section offers a brief overview of the people of Ōtorohanga Township and the economic activity
of the town. This information, which is drawn from Stats NZ (primarily the 2018 Census) and
Infometrics, is a summary of the information presented in the ‘Our People’ and ‘Our Economy’
sections of this document. The summary 2018 Census data for Ōtorohanga Township can be found
at: https://www.stats.govt.nz/tools/2018-census-place-summaries/otorohanga.
Population and Dwellings
Our population in 2018 was 3027 (1,464 males; 1,563 females), with an average age of 37.6 years.
Estimates in 2021 put the town’s population at 3270, which is approximately 0.2% of New Zealand's
population.
The graph below shows the number of males and females for each age group:

Age & Sex of Otorohanga People - 2018 Census
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The 2021 population estimates for Otorohanga Township indicate a slightly higher proportion in
both the younger (0-14 years) and older (65 and over) age groups than the New Zealand population
profile.

Since 2014 the town’s population has been growing at an average 2% per year, which is faster than
New Zealand’s population growth rate for the same period.
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Ethnicity1, Culture and Identity
In 2018, 67.6% of Ōtorohanga people defined themselves as European, with 43% being of Māori
descent.

Ethnicity of People living in Otorohanga & Otorohanga District 2018 Census
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As a proportion, more people are married in Ōtorohanga District than the Town.

Relationship of Otorohanga People - 2018 Census
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1

People can identify as being from more than one ethnic group, so percentage responses will not add up to
100.
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Work and Income
In 2018, 47.6% of Ōtorohanga people were in full-time work and the unemployment rate was 3.6%.
In 2020, the number of filled jobs was 2,207.

Work/Labour Force Status for Otorohanga &
Otorohanga District - 2018 Census
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In 2018, 18.4% of the local workforce were labourers, with 12.6 % in professional roles. For
Ōtorohanga District as a whole, managers comprised 31.8% of the workforce, which compares to
12.2% for Ōtorohanga Township.

Occupations of People in Otorohanga &
Otorohanga District - 2018 Census
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In 2018, the average annual personal income in Ōtorohanga Township was $26,700, with 8% earning
over $70,000 per year. This compares with an average of $31,800 for New Zealand, with 17.2%
earning over $70,000 per year.
Education & Training
In 2018, 22.3% of people in Ōtorohanga were involved in full or part-time study. At the same time
30.4% of Ōtorohanga people had no formal qualifications, while 11.4% had a bachelor’s degree or
higher qualification.

Highest Qualification for People in Otorohanga: 20062018 Censuses
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Housing
In 2018, the number of dwellings in Ōtorohanga Township was 1,191 (4,254 for the entire district).
Of these, 53.4% of Ōtorohanga people owned their own home, while 10.6% were held in a trust.
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Local Economy
In 2020 there were 465 business units in Ōtorohanga Township, collectively contributing $209
Million in GDP. At that time, the local economic growth rate was slightly lower than the New Zealand
economy as a whole.

The chart below shows the proportional contribution to local GDP by each industry sector:
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Ōtorohanga – Our Community in Profile
What is a Community Profile?
A community profile is an overview of information about a particular area or place and the people
who live there. The purpose is to create a picture of the area and its people at a point in time – a
reference point.
A profile will typically contain demographic (people) information – age, gender, ethnicity and level of
education. It may also include information about the economic activity of the area, how wealthy
people are, and where they live. A comprehensive community profile will provide a picture of the
social, cultural, economic and environmental state of an area and its people.
The information presented in a profile is generally a combination of commentary (text), tables,
charts, graphs and pictures.
While a profile will usually contain the most up-to-date information, it may also include historical
information. This helps provide an understanding of the people and their area in the past, as well as
showing changes (trends) that have occurred over time.
A community profile may also include information about the future. These are projections about
what we think may happen, and are based on what has and is happening. An example of this is the
projected population of a community in 10, 20 or even 50 years’ time.
A community profile will not only be of interest to the people of the area, but is also of value to
those undertaking research of the area. However, perhaps the greatest value of a community profile
is to help inform businesses, groups and organisations, including Government agencies, to plan for
and deliver services in an area.

Scope and Purpose of the Ōtorohanga Community Profile
This document provides information on the Ōtorohanga community, and covers social, cultural,
economic and environmental aspects. It is not intended to be an exhaustive or complete record. For
example, the current profile does not include detailed information on the health status of the
Ōtorohanga community. Government agencies, particularly the Ministry of Health and Waikato
District Health Board, hold this information, but its availability in a format suitable for this document
is limited. Future updates of this profile could include such information if it was readily available.
Our Community Profile focuses on the town of Ōtorohanga reflected as the Ōtorohanga Ward (see
Figure 1 below). We have included the most up-to-date information available, and this was obtained
from independent sources. For example, the population data was sourced from Stats NZ and the
economic information through Infometrics - a leading economics consultancy firm based in
Wellington (www.infometrics.co.nz). They gather economic data from a wide range of sources and
use this information to produce a Regional Economic Profile for each area of the country.
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Figure 1: Area covered by the Ōtorohanga Community Profile:

The intention is to periodically revise our Community Profile as updated information becomes
available. For example, the next Census is scheduled for 2023, so population data can be updated in
2024 once the detailed 2023 Census information is released by Stats NZ.
Our Community Profile uses the following structure:
Ōtorohanga – A Snapshot:
This is a high level summary of the people and economic activity of the Ōtorohanga Township. The
information is sourced from Stats NZ (based on the 2018 Census) and Infometrics. More detailed
population and economic activity information is contained in the ‘Our People’ and ‘Our Economy’
sections of this document.
Our People:
This is a more detailed breakdown of the demographics of the people living in Ōtorohanga – the
profile covers population and employment; age, ethnicity and families; income and deprivation
levels; and includes a profile of Iwi/Māori (mana whenua). This information is sourced primarily from
the 2018 Census undertaken by Stats NZ.
Our Economy:
This section covers local businesses and economic activity. A profile of businesses and land status in
the town centre is also included in this section. This information has been sourced from Infometrics
and Council property data.
Our Places:
This section covers the local environment, and includes information on parks, reserves and other
public spaces. Also included is the background to the establishment of the town and information
related to the physical environment and landforms of the area. This information comes from a
variety of sources, including Council’s property database; the Institute of Geological and Nuclear
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Sciences (GNS); Land Information NZ (LINZ); Te Ara – The Encyclopedia of NZ; the National Library;
and the Waitangi Tribunal.
The Future:
This section looks at current trends and provides population forecast scenarios for the next 30-40
years. This information has been sourced through Stats NZ and the University of Waikato.
The Ōtorohanga Community Profile has been prepared to support the development of the
Ōtorohanga Town Concept Plan (TCP) by providing baseline information against which ideas and
opportunities for the future development of the town can be assessed and decided upon. It is
intended that the Profile is periodically updated, and used to inform the development of future
Council Long Term Plans (LTPs) and, in time, a review of the Ōtorohanga TCP.

Quality of Life, Wellbeing and the Waikato Progress Indicators
The development of a community profile for Ōtorohanga should include consideration of quality of
life and wellbeing of the people living there. Quality of life is a generic term used to describe
individual and collective wellbeing. We all want (or should aspire to) the best possible quality of life
with high levels of personal wellbeing. The underlying assumption is that improving our quality of life
leads to greater wellbeing.
The key to determining quality of life or wellbeing is to measure it by deciding what the best
measures (indicators) of wellbeing are. For example, if safety is considered to be a useful indicator of
wellbeing, then there are a range of possible measures that could be used. In this case, some
wellbeing measures of safety are easily measured (called quantitative) – such as reported crime
rates. However, part of measuring wellbeing can also be subjective (called qualitative). For example,
when considering safety then understanding how people feel about their safety is important. In this
context if I feel safe, then I am safe. Taken together, quantitative and qualitative measures provide a
balanced assessment of the state of wellbeing (quality of life).
By measuring and tracking a broad range of wellbeing indicators, it is possible to create an overall
picture of the quality of life in a community, town, city, region or country. This information can then
be used by groups and organisations, such as councils and government agencies, to target particular
areas when funding new or improved services.
There is currently no wellbeing project or report for Ōtorohanga Township and District. However, in
2000 an initiative was launched by the Waikato Regional Council (with support from city and district
councils of the region, including Ōtorohanga District Council) to look at monitoring, measuring and
tracking quality of life and wellbeing across the Waikato Region. The project developed a quality of
life survey, the first of which was undertaken in 2006. These surveys involved a sample of residents
from all across the region, including the Ōtorohanga District.
In 2014, following extensive national and international research on wellbeing and quality of life, a
series of wellbeing/quality of life measures were developed. These are called the Waikato Progress
Indicators and are used to measure the progress of the Waikato Region by identifying our current
situation and trends across 32 key economic, environmental, and social aspects. Together, these
provide a dashboard of the overall ‘health’ of the Waikato Region and the wellbeing and quality of
life of its people and communities.
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More detailed information on the quality of life survey initiative and Waikato Progress Indicators can
be found at: https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/Community/Waikato-Progress-IndicatorsTupuranga-Waikato/
In 2015, the United Nations led a global push to develop a universal quality of life and wellbeing
framework. This framework – The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development – included 17 goals
and 169 targets aimed at providing a “shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the
planet, now and into the future.” The framework was adopted in September 2015 by all United
Nations member nations, including Aotearoa/New Zealand. More information on this can be found
at: https://sdgs.un.org/goals.
More recently (2019) the Waikato Wellbeing Project (WWP) was established through the
collaboration of community and local government organisations, with the vision of achieving a more
environmentally sustainable, prosperous and inclusive Waikato Region by 2030. The WWP has set 10
targets, which directly align with 14 of the 17 United Nations sustainable development goals. The
focus now for the WWP is progressing the actions necessary to achieve set targets. Information on
the Waikato Wellbeing Project can be found at: https://www.waikatowellbeingproject.co.nz/.
It is intended that an improved and more comprehensive picture of the wellbeing of Ōtorohanga
District and its people can be developed during the next few years by gathering more detailed
information using the existing quality of life and wellbeing tools already available.
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Ōtorohanga – Our People
Introduction
This section provides a more detailed account of the people of Ōtorohanga Township. Much of this
information is sourced Infometrics and Stats NZ, primarily using the 2018 Census data. This data is
available at https://www.stats.govt.nz/tools/2018-census-place-summaries/otorohanga.
Our Community Profile is not intended to be an exhaustive account, as much of the data and
information of interest or relevance is not readily available at the Ōtorohanga Township level.
However, some information is available at a district or regional level, and therefore provides some
insights at a local level.
People-related (social) information can be found in a number of places, including:
●
●
●
●

Ministry of Social Development (MSD) www.msd.govt.nz/,
Ministry of Health www.health.govt.nz/,
Healthspace www.healthspace.ac.nz
Environmental Health Intelligence New Zealand www.ehinz.ac.nz

General information on the impacts of COVID-19 can be found at: https://www.msd.govt.nz/aboutmsd-and-our-work/publications-resources/statistics/covid-19/.

Population and Dwellings
Our population in 2018 was 3027 (1,464 males; 1,563 females), with an average age of 37.6 years. At
that time, Ōtorohanga’s Māori population was 1,230, which is 40% of the local population.
Estimates from Stats NZ in 2021 put the town’s population at 3270, which is approximately 0.2% of
New Zealand's population.
The graph below shows the number of males and females across four different age groups. The data
indicates that Ōtorohanga Township has more females than males in the oldest and youngest age
groups, however, males significantly outnumber females in the 15-29 year age group.
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The graph below compares the age groups of the local population with that of the New Zealand
population. These 2021 population estimates for Ōtorohanga Township indicate a higher proportion
in both the younger (0-14 years) and older (65 and over) age groups than the New Zealand
population profile.

Since 2014, the town’s population has been growing at an average 2% per year, which is faster than
the New Zealand population growth rate for the same period.

Ethnicity2, Culture and Identity
In 2018, 67.6% of Ōtorohanga people defined themselves as European, with 43% being of Māori
descent. As the graph below indicates, there is a higher proportion of Māori living in the Ōtorohanga
Township compared to the District.
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People can identify as being from more than one ethnic group, so percentage responses will not add up to
100.
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The 2018 Census data shows us that:
- 11.5% were born overseas, with more than 80% of these born in Asia, the UK, Australia or the
Pacific Islands
- 13.5% can speak two or more languages, with more than 9% able to speak Te Reo Māori
- 51.6% indicate they have no religion, while 32.3% identify as Christians

The relationship status of adults in the Ōtorohanga Township and District is compared in the table
below. The data indicates that a higher proportion of adults living in the district are married.
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Work and Income
The table below compares the work status of the people in the Ōtorohanga Township and District. In
2018, 47.6% of Ōtorohanga townspeople were in full-time paid work and the unemployment rate
was 3.6%. The category ‘Not in the labour force’ are adults who do not work or who are not
registered as unemployed. These figures are likely to have changed because of COVID, however the
up-to-date monthly data from MSD is only available at a district level.

Work/Labour Force Status for Otorohanga &
Otorohanga District - 2018 Census
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As the chart below indicates, there were more than 2200 filled jobs in Ōtorohanga Township in
2020. COVID-19 is likely to have changed that figure, however, the data for 2021 is not yet available.

In 2018, 18.4% of the local workforce were labourers, with 12.6 % in professional roles. For
Ōtorohanga District as a whole, Managers comprised 31.8% of the workforce, compared to 12.2%
for Ōtorohanga Township.

Occupations of People in Otorohanga &
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In 2018, the average annual personal income in Ōtorohanga Township was $26,700, with 8% earning
over $70,000 per year. This compares with an average of $31,800 for New Zealand, with 17.2%
earning over $70,000 per year.

Health
The 2018 Census included questions related to cigarette smoking and activity limitations3.
At that time, 21.2% were regular smokers, with more than half of these being females. The smoking
rate for Māori was over 30%.
The graph below shows the cigarette smoking behaviour of Ōtorohanga people for the 2006-2018
Censuses. The proportion of smokers continues to decline.

3

Someone who has ‘a lot of difficulty’ or ‘cannot do at all’ one or more of the following activities: walking,
seeing, hearing, cognition, self-care, and communication.
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In 2018, almost 9% had one or more activity limitations. The majority of those affected were in the
65 years and over age group.

Education & Training
In 2018, 22.3% of people in Ōtorohanga were involved in full or part-time study. At the same time,
30.4% of Ōtorohanga people had no formal qualifications, while 11.4% had a bachelor’s degree or
higher qualification. As the graph below indicates, the proportion of Ōtorohanga Township people
gaining qualifications has been increasing with each successive Census.

Highest Qualification for People in Otorohanga:
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Housing
In 2018, the number of dwellings in the Ōtorohanga Township was 1,191 (4,254 for the entire
district). Of these, 53.4% of Ōtorohanga people owned their own home, while 10.6% were in a trust.
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Home Ownership Status in Otorohanga: 20062018 Censuses
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Deprivation
The New Zealand Index of Deprivation (NZDep) was developed to provide an indication of the
relative socioeconomic deprivation across the country. In this context, deprivation has been defined
as “a state of observable and demonstrable disadvantage relative to the local community or the
wider society or nation to which an individual, family or group belongs,” as referenced in a 2021
Waikato Regional Council Report – Socio-economic deprivation in the Waikato Region4.
The relative scale of deprivation is a 10-point scale, where 1 is least deprived and 10 is most
deprived. The NZDep is based on 9 indicators:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

People with no access to internet at home
People aged 18-64 receiving a means tested benefit
People living in households with income below a stated threshold
People aged 18-64 who are unemployed
People aged 18-64 without any qualifications
People not living in their own home
People aged under 65 living in a single parent family
People living in households below a bedroom occupancy threshold
People living in dwellings that are always damp and/or always have mould.

NZ Dep is a relative measure; therefore, not all people living in an area with a defined deprivation
level will experience the same degree of deprivation.
The deprivation score for Ōtorohanga Township is 9 – making it one of the most deprived areas in
New Zealand. The Kāwhia area has a deprivation score of 10. By contrast, the balance of the district
has a deprivation score of 5 or 6.
More information on deprivation in New Zealand, including an interactive map, can be found at:
http://www.ehinz.ac.nz/indicators/population-vulnerability/socioeconomic-deprivation-profile/.

4

https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/assets/WRC/WRC-2019/TR202114.pdf
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Ōtorohanga – Our Economy
Introduction
This section provides a more detailed account of the economic activity in the Ōtorohanga Township.
The majority of this information is sourced from Infometrics. The Regional Economic Profile
developed by Infometrics is a subscription service available to New Zealand Councils, of which
Ōtorohanga District Council is a member. We are able to access relevant economic information for
Ōtorohanga Township to present in this Profile.
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) also collect and provide economic
data: https://www.mbie.govt.nz/business-and-employment/economic-development/regionaleconomic-development/. However, this data only goes down to the district level, so is not generally
a useful source for information at the Ōtorohanga town level.
Our economic profile is not an exhaustive account of Ōtorohanga’s economic activity, however, it
does provide some detailed insight into the local economy, including overall value and the
businesses and industry sectors that contribute to it.
We know that COVID-19 has had, and continues to have, a significant impact on economic activity at
all levels. Where relevant, the information presented here incorporates the effects of COVID,
although the most recent data is for the year ended 31 March 2020 – the very early stages of the
COVID pandemic in New Zealand. Data for 2021 is due to be released in mid-2022, and this will more
accurately reflect the local impact of COVID over that period. Our Community Profile will be updated
as new information related to the local economy becomes available.

The Local Economy
In 2020, there were 465 business units in the Ōtorohanga Township, collectively contributing $209
Million in GDP5. This represents approximately one third of the total GDP for the entire Ōtorohanga
District over the same period. During this time, the local economic growth rate was slightly lower
than the New Zealand economy as a whole.

The chart below shows the proportional contribution to local GDP in 2020 by each industry sector.
Manufacturing is the single largest sector, which generated $34 Million in GDP. Within this sector,
wood product manufacturing is the biggest contributor. This accounted for 7.7% of the local GDP in
2020.

5

Gross Domestic Product: A measure of the value of all goods produced and services delivered within a
specified time-period.
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The graph below compares the annual average GDP growth for Ōtorohanga Township and New
Zealand over 20 years. The data shows higher volatility in the local economy. Being a relatively small
economy, we are more susceptible to changes at a local level. For example, changes in the pay-out
to dairy farmers would affect their spending in Ōtorohanga.

The graph below shows the relative share of total GDP by broad sector (2020). The data reinforces
the extent of manufacturing in Ōtorohanga (‘Goods-producing industries’) relative to the New
Zealand economy.

The graph below shows the relative change in contribution to local GDP by different industries over
the period 2001-2020. The scale of the graph distorts the size of the changes, with the most
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significant change being less than 1%. This highlights the relatively consistent nature of the local
economy over that period.

The graph below is a measure, over time, of the relative diversity of the local economy compared to
that of New Zealand. The more concentrated a region or district’s economic activity is within a few
industries, the more vulnerable it is to adverse effects, such as those arising from climatic conditions
or commodity price fluctuations.
The measure used is the Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI), which measures the level of
diversification of the economy. An index of 0 represents a fully diversified economy with economic
activity spread evenly across all industries. The higher the index, the more concentrated economic
activity is on a few industries. The graph shows that the Ōtorohanga economy is more diversified
than the New Zealand economy as a whole. The ‘spike’ in 2010 is likely to reflect the impact of the
Global Financial Crisis, which would have resulted in the closure of some local businesses.

Employment
In 2020, there were just over 2,200 filled jobs locally, which reflected a growth rate slightly higher
than the national rate (2019-2020).
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The highest number of jobs locally were in the manufacturing sector, which accounted for 14% of all
jobs. This sector accounted for 48 new jobs in the 10-year period to 2020.

The table below sets out the number of jobs in each business sector in 2020. The data reinforces the
significance of manufacturing industries and retail businesses as major employers in Ōtorohanga.
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Productivity
Productivity is a measure of the value created by each filled job, with higher output generally
attributed to greater value. However, it is important to note that labour (workers) is only one
element or contributor to productivity. For example, in manufacturing, the use of machinery plays a
big part in productivity levels.

As the graph below shows, the productivity growth in Ōtorohanga Township has been more volatile
compared to the New Zealand economy as a whole (2001-2020). Over the last 10 years, local
productivity growth has been, on average, approximately 1.5% lower than for New Zealand.

Business Growth
Growth in the number of business units is an indicator of entrepreneurial activity. It indicates an
environment in which business owners are prepared to take risks to start new ventures.
In 2020, there were 465 business units in Ōtorohanga Township, which reflected a reduction of 0.6%
from 2019. Growth in the number of business units in the town averaged 2.1% per year during the
past 10 years compared with 1.5% in the national economy.
The table below shows annual business unit growth for Ōtorohanga Township and the New Zealand
economy for the period 2001-2020:
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Ōtorohanga – Our Places
Introduction
This section provides an account of the physical environment of Ōtorohanga Township, and includes
information related to parks, reserves and other public spaces.
Information sources include:
-

The Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences (GNS - www.gns.cri.nz/)
Land Information NZ (LINZ – www.linz.govt.nz)
Te Ara – The Encyclopedia of NZ (www.teara.govt.nz)
The National Library (www.natlib.govt.nz)
Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/)
The Waitangi Tribunal (www.waitangitribunal.govt.nz)
Ōtorohanga District Council Property Database

Location
Ōtorohanga Township is situated on the northern side of the confluence of the Waipa and Mangapu
Rivers, with the Waipa River providing a natural barrier around the southern half of the town. A
number of significant streams flow into the Waipa in the town area. See map below:

With an abundance of fertile land, plentiful food in the river (awa) and the river as a transport route,
the Ōtorohanga area was an ideal and important location for early Māori. The significance of the
area for Māori, and the stories around that, are beyond the scope of this profile. However, there are
separate projects being considered to document this important information, which will help
promote a wider understanding of the original inhabitants (mana whenua) of the area, and the
activities and events that shaped their lives before the arrival of Europeans.

Geology 101
The landscapes we see in and around Ōtorohanga today are dominated by human activity – mostly
within the last 125 years. Our town sits on a variety of landforms that are a product of geological
activity and processes stretching back millions of years. These same processes have shaped, and
continue to shape Aotearoa/New Zealand.
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Most of New Zealand’s underlying landmass is made up of basement rocks - the most common of
which is called greywacke. These date back several hundred million years or more. Greywacke is
hard and useful for construction, particularly roads. Where it appears at or close to the surface,
greywacke is quarried and several of these quarries are or have been in operation across our district.
Typically, because of their age, our basement rocks have been covered by other materials through
various geological processes.
The township of Ōtorohanga sits at the boundary between two distinct landforms. To the west is the
rugged hill country of the Kāwhia area - a product of uplift through ancient seismic (earthquake)
activity. To the near east is a relatively lower lying ‘basin’ area, which then rises to higher ground in
the southeast at the Rangitoto Range and this is made of hard greywacke rock.
The map below shows the geology of the wider town area (taken from the Waikato Region
Geological Map produced by GNS). There are two main processes that have shaped our local
environment – volcanic and alluvial (river) activity.

Around 1 million years ago, a volcanic zone near Mangakino (MVZ) was active. This is north of the
present- day Taupo Volcanic Zone, and is no longer considered active. At the centre of the MVZ was
a large volcano system, with a number of vents. This was not the typical cone-shaped (andesite)
volcano we see with Taranaki, Pirongia, Kakepuku, Ngaruhoe and Ruapehu – this was the more
explosive rhyolite volcano (the same type that created Lake Taupo).
During its period of activity, the MVZ generated four major eruptions which resulted in super-hot
volcanic material (ignimbrite) being dispersed across the central North Island – in some cases up to
100km from the eruption site. These ignimbrite flows caused wide-spread decimation of plant and
animal life, leaving a desert-like landscape for many kilometres from their volcanic source.
The red areas in the above map centre on Ōtorohanga and extend to the west and are the remaining
ignimbrite deposits from the MVC eruptions. These are the higher areas off Kakamutu Road and the
main north road towards Kio Kio. In some areas, the ignimbrite is a hard rock below the topsoil,
which makes digging and excavation difficult. In other areas it may be a loose pumice or sandy/silty
material.
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In the lower areas of our town (e.g. town centre and to the east and west) the ignimbrite deposits
have long since been eroded or carried away by the action of the Waipa and Mangapu Rivers and
associated streams. The resulting areas are now flood plains, and are typified by deposits of sandy,
silty and gravely material with lots of pumice. Most of this material is the product of erosion well
upstream and has been carried down and deposited around the town area. This process will
continue as high rainfall events in the upper Waipa catchment carry material downstream towards
Ōtorohanga.

The Birth of a Town
The establishment of the Ōtorohanga Township was a result of the arrival of Europeans. The history,
consequences and impacts associated with the establishment of the town are beyond the scope of
this Profile, however, various documents, such as those prepared for the Waitangi Tribunal, provide
important background information related to the Government’s role, activities and influence in the
area.
In the 1880s the railway line was in place and a few houses had been built close by. The photo below
from 1885 shows the beginnings of what would later become the Town of Ōtorohanga.

Early evidence of the formal establishment of the Town is reflected in an 1893 Government survey
plan (below), which shows the location and layout for the ‘proposed Ōtorohanga Township.’ Also
shown are the owners of each of the various parcels or blocks of land within the proposed township
area and what appears to be the location of existing buildings. The site of the Railway Station and
the route of the yet to be completed North Island main trunk line, are also shown.
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A more comprehensive plan for Ōtorohanga was produced in 1903 (see below). It shows the
detailed street layout and individual properties and sections that are still evident today. Note that
some of the street names have changed since 1903.

Flooding
The geology and topography of the area combined with the low-lying town centre, created a pinch
point for the Waipa River. These low lying areas are the river’s flood plains, which meant high water
flows would naturally overspill the river banks and spread out in that area whenever the flow rate
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exceeded the capacity of the river channel to carry away the water. This is a natural process that has
been happening for thousands of years, but has only become a problem since permanent settlement
was promoted and the town established.
An early record of flooding in Ōtorohanga Town was captured by J A Parry in the 1920 photograph
below (as published in the Auckland Weekly News, 17 June 1920).

While there had been a number of flooding events in and around the township in the first half of the
20th Century, the floods of February 1958 are widely regarded as the most significant and
devastating for the area. Much of the North Island was affected by a major slow-moving storm, with
the Ōtorohanga Township suffering the greatest impact.
Over an eight-day period (16 – 24 February) nearly 370mm of rain fell, with 245mm of that falling in
just two days (23/24 February). This resulted in widespread flooding throughout the town, with
water up to 1.5m deep in the town centre and 1.8m in residential areas. The force of the water
through the main street was so great that it burst through the plate glass windows of shops. The
scale of the flooding meant two-thirds of the Town population were evacuated and, once the waters
receded, the entire area was blanketed in a thick layer of silt. The cost of the floods were estimated
at $20 Million (in today’s dollars).
A record of the 1958 floods can be found at
https://hwe.niwa.co.nz/event/February_1958_New_Zealand_Flooding
The following photographs indicate the scale of the 1958 floods and their impact on the town:
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As a consequence of the 1958 floods, a decision was made to re-align the Waipa River and construct
a stop-bank system to protect the town. The map below shows these changes:

The image below (from February 2004) shows the protection provided by the stop-banks. Data from
this 2004 weather event confirmed that the flow rate in the Waipa River at the bridge on State
Highway 31, was slightly higher than in 1958 and demonstrated the effectiveness of the stop-banks.
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Green Spaces
Our town is fortunate to have a number of parks, reserves and open spaces offering residents an
array of recreational opportunities – both active and passive. Some of these areas are leased to
sports groups, community organisations and are also used for grazing, as they may be developed in
the future.
The map below shows the location and extent of these parks, reserves and open spaces. In most
cases, their establishment dates back to the early days of the town, with some subsequently
developed through the building of sports, recreation and community facilities. Some spaces have
come about through more recent processes, such as the Island Reserve, which was a result of the
realignment of the river and construction of the stop-bank. Also shown in the map are community
facilities and other properties owned/managed by the Council.

Map to come
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Ōtorohanga - The Future
Introduction
No one knows what the future holds, but if recent years are anything to go by, then we can expect
lots of change and more of ‘the unexpected.’ The disruption and uncertainty caused by the COVID19 Pandemic highlighted the need for change and forced us to look at innovative ways to deal with
global, national and local issues. This ability to adapt will definitely be required as we work through
issues such as climate change, reducing waste and pollution, protecting our environment, switching
to clean energy, reducing vehicle use, and the increasing role of technology. The impact of these
issues on our future must be at the forefront of decision-making for all local and national
governments.

The Mega Trends
A report commissioned by SOLGM6 (now known as Taituarā) in 2019, ‘Navigating Critical 21st
Century Transitions,’ suggests we are facing ‘era-scale’ change as global trends encourage society to
face and embrace the need for fundamental change. The scale of this change will be as significant as
the first Industrial Revolution. However, unlike the Industrial Revolution, addressing and managing
inequity will be a critical part of the change process.
The report indicates the need to move to different energy sources, take greater account of how we
use land and other resources, reduce waste and protect the environment that sustains us, and face
the reality of the automation of all routine work.
The report suggests we will need to do things differently: where people live, how and where work
happens, how people travel, how food is supplied and how learning happens. While these required
changes are global in nature, they rely on individual commitment and community cohesiveness. This
means that councils, including Ōtorohanga District Council, will have an important role to play.
The report identifies five critical transitions that are required:
● Transition to low emissions living
• Transition to living in a disrupted climate
• Transition to low waste society
• Transition to community interconnectedness
• Transition to learning-empowered communities
A summary of these critical transitions is represented in the following figures.

6

Navigating Critical 21st Century Transitions – Society of Local Government Managers (SOLGM), 2019
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TRANSITIONING FROM…
Assumptions that characterised the previous era:

Allowed
emissions
without
consequences

Regarded
waste-creation
as normal

Had stable
climate as
normal

Community
cohesion
largely left to
chance

Focused only
on education
for the young

THE OUTGOING ERA

TRANSITIONING TO…
Assumptions that will characterise the coming era:

Has low
emissions by
default

Has low waste
as the default

Takes disrupted
climate as
normal

Is dependent
on community
cohesion

Needs
everyone to
learn all the
time

THE INCOMING ERA

Images drawn from ‘Navigating Critical 21st Century Transitions’, SOLGM 2019

Despite the negative consequences of the COVID-19 Pandemic, there were some early positives,
locally, nationally and internationally. For example, the reduction in vehicle use resulted in
decreased traffic accidents, injuries and deaths, as well as improvements in air quality. The reduction
in retail activity resulted in significantly reduced waste levels. Movement restrictions and social
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distancing protocols triggered greater family and neighbourhood connectivity, community resilience
and learning opportunities using technology.
As we move through and out of the COVID-19 crisis, the opportunity exists to ‘lock in’ and build on
some of these positives without significantly impacting community wellbeing, particularly social and
economic wellbeing. Sustaining these changes will require individual and collective action with
history being the sole judge of our success (or failure) in this regard.

Population Changes
Updated population projections were developed for our district and town by the University of
Waikato in 2021. These were based on the 2018 Census data, with assumptions, such as expected
migration, immigration, economic activity and birth rates, applied to generate future population
levels. These forecasts are ‘educated guesses’ and actual future population levels are likely to be
different. For this reason, population projections are usually presented as a series of growth
scenarios – low, medium and high. The projections also include likely changes to employment levels
and land use.
Interestingly, the population projections developed by Stats NZ using the 2013 Census data indicated
that both Ōtorohanga district and town were likely to experience a static or declining population.
However, the 2018 Census population figures actually confirmed strong population growth.
The current (2021) projections indicate that the district and town will experience strong population
growth over the next 45 years. The figure below shows the actual population levels for the town for
each census since 1991. The graph also provides three growth scenarios (low, medium and high) for
future population levels to 2065.
Ōtorohanga Township Population Projections:

Otorohanga Town Population - Actual &
Growth Projection Scenarios
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All three scenarios indicate strong population growth. However, the most likely scenario (medium
growth) shows the town’s population could increase by 50% over the course of the next 45 years.
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With this level of growth, another 670 homes would need to be built. The following figure shows
the projected increase in households (dwellings) for each of the three growth scenarios.
Projected growth in the number of households (dwellings):

Otorohanga Town Households - Actual &
Growth Projection Scenarios
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The projected increase in population will result in opportunities for local business growth as the
number of residents increase, with up to 1000 new jobs likely. The figure below shows the projected
increase in the number of jobs over the next 45 years.
Projected growth in jobs in Ōtorohanga town to 2065:

Otorohanga Town - Labour Force Projection
Scenarios
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New homes means more land is required for residential and lifestyle properties. The projections
indicate that over the next 45 years up to 40 hectares of additional land will need to be developed
for residential sections and a further 80 hectares for lifestyle blocks adjacent to town. While this will
result in the loss of farmland, the likely level of land use change is very small when compared to the
size of our district.
Significant growth in the number of new residential and business properties means the local rating
base increases. This is important as local Council services are primarily funded through rates.
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Increased rates revenue means services per ratepayer can be cheaper or increased and improved
services and community facilities can be provided.
Population projections for different age groups over time for Ōtorohanga Township are not currently
available. However, these are expected to follow a similar structure to the district and the rest of
New Zealand, with the trends evident in local Census data from 2006, expected to continue. The
figure below shows the expected population age profile for Ōtorohanga District at Year 2068 for
each of the three growth scenarios.
Projected population age pyramid for Ōtorohanga District at 2068:

The proportion of people aged over 65 is projected to increase at a faster rate than the number of
people aged between 15 and 64 years of age. This could have a flow-on effect to the makeup of the
workforce in the district, although this may be moderated by the expected growth in new jobs.
Factors such as an ageing population contribute to a decline in the average household size, with an
expected decrease in residents per household. The following figure shows the age profile of the
town’s population at each census from 1991 to 2018.
Ōtorohanga Town Population by Age Group – 1991-2018:

Otorohanga Population by Age Group
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Economic Changes
It is difficult to forecast how the economy of Ōtorohanga Township will change over time. As a
service town for the district’s agricultural base, it is likely Ōtorohanga will continue to perform this
function even as its economy grows. Given the projected population growth, Ōtorohanga’s economy
will increasingly reflect a focus on people services (e.g. retail, hospitality and personal services). In
addition, major construction projects, such as the Happy Valley Nutrition factory and the Waikeria
Prison development, will contribute significantly to the local economy.

We can wait for the future to arrive, or we can shape our own future!
What future would you like to see for Ōtorohanga?
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ITEM 80:

BUILDING CONTROL ACTIVITY REPORT

TO:

CHAIR AND BOARD MEMBERS OF ŌTOROHANGA COMMUNITY BOARD

FROM:

BUILDING CONTROL MANAGER

DATE:

3 MARCH 2022

Relevant Community Outcomes
Resilient Ōtorohanga
Liveable Ōtorohanga
Responsible Ōtorohanga

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide an update on building control covering the period from 1 October to 31 December 2021
(last quarter of 2021).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Work is progressing steadily on a number of key projects with statistics indicating no change to the number of building consents
issued despite COVID restrictions. Building consent authority (BCA) accreditation has been re-approved and staff capability to
undertake Regulation 18 inspections is increasing.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Building Control activity report for the last quarter of 2021 be received.

STAFF UPDATE
Waikeria Prison
1) The work programme continues but has slowed to some degree over the three months leading into Christmas. We may be
seeing the longer-term effects of COVID and the delays caused in the building materials supply chain. Certainly there is a
significant difficulty in obtaining building materials and particularly on a large scale as this project demands. We have been
carrying out a mix of on-site and remote inspections which has been meeting the contractor’s requirements.
2) As in the report for our previous quarter the buildings are very much into the internal lining and starting of the fit-out stages
of the work programmes. We are concurrently progressing to close out the earlier stages of work (foundations and structural)
and issue the code compliance certificates for these parts of the buildings.
Kāwhia Hotel
3) The building has progressed to near completion and we will be dealing with the sign-off and code compliance certificate in
early 2022.
Bovine Treatment Factory
4) The new specialist bovine treatment factory building is preparing to start operations in 2022. There are some strengthening
repairs in process and once complete we will be carrying out final inspections and preparing to issue the code compliance
certificate.
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Building Consent Authority Re-Accreditation
5) The 2-yearly technical audit for our BCA Quality Systems Manual (QSM) occurred in August 2021. The audit this year was again
a test of the Quality Systems Manual and we were assessed against quite rigid regulations. In November we received
confirmation that all GNCs had been cleared and our accreditation had been approved. Our full re-accreditation certificate
will follow. This will stand for the next two years when we will again be assessed by IANZ.
COVID 19 Update
6) COVID's effect on the Unit has been reasonably minimal and we have been able to carry on with all of our functions including
processing building consents and inspecting buildings. Although we miss the face-to-face interaction we are now experienced
at working remotely from our home offices and the inspectors have been actively inspecting except for a few periods of time.
Qualifications
7) Two of our Senior Building Control Officers (Senior BCOs) are continuing to work towards completing the Diploma in Building
Control Surveying in order to meet Regulation 18 requirements of the Building Control Authority Regulations. Every Building
Control Officer must have, or be studying for a recognised qualification in order to comply with the Regulation and our three
Senior BCOs are at various stages of attaining this qualification. At the end of 2021 Andy Booth has completed his Year 2
course work successfully and will graduate in early 2022. Dennis Hutt will begin his Year 2 course work in February 2022 and
Johan Metz will begin his Year 1 course work in February 2022.
Building Statistics

Type of Work

2020 (Oct-Dec)

2021 (Oct-Dec)

Difference + or -

Total inspections completed

412

301

-111

Total consent applications issued

57

58

+1

8) Statistics all point towards a vibrant construction sector where the industry is continuing to construct large numbers of
buildings with numbers continuing to increase every year. The difference in inspections between the same period of time 12
months ago is explained by the effect of COVID restrictions and the phasing of construction work where buildings may be
constructed at any point in time. Consent numbers for the period and the type of consents granted show a continuation of
the good numbers and types of buildings as were approved last year.

Phil Saunders
BUILDING CONTROL MANAGER
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ITEM 81:

DISTRICT LIBRARY REPORT

TO:

CHAIR AND BOARD MEMBERS OF ŌTOROHANGA COMMUNITY BOARD

FROM:

LIBRARY MANAGER

DATE:

3 MARCH 2022

Relevant Community Outcomes
Engaged Ōtorohanga
Resilient Ōtorohanga
Responsible Ōtorohanga
Welcoming Ōtorohanga

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide the Ōtorohanga Community Board with a quarterly update on the activities of the
Ōtorohanga District Libraries for the period October 2021 to January 2022.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1) During the COVID restrictions a Click and Courier service allowed families to receive books, including people who were at risk, and
feedback indicates this service was gratefully received by the community.
2) Some planned library activities were impacted however both the establishment of an adult reading programme and a library blog
are underway.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Library Manager’s quarterly report be received.

LIBRARY OPERATIONS
Covid-19 Lockdown(s)
1)

Library services reopened after the first lockdown on 8 September. In order to add a level of resilience to the service, team members
at Ōtorohanga were split into two “bubbles” of two staff each. This would allow services to continue if a member of one bubble
became sick, which would require other bubble mates to isolate until a negative test.

2) Library Services were closed again on 8 October until the 21 November. During this period, we launched a complimentary Click and
Courier service. This allowed members to place holds on books from home, or ring and request a pack of books selected by the
Library team. Team Member, Alix Whiteman would go to the library daily to select the items, issue and bag them up and contact
our local courier for collection. During October and November, 1,881 items were sent to Ōtorohanga members and 68 to Kāwhia
members. This allowed some limited services to be continued during the lockdown. Anecdotal feedback from members showed
people were very grateful to be able to access books for their families.
3) Upon reopening on 22 November, this service continued to be offered for those people who were hesitant to go out with active
cases in the community. Kāwhia continued to be closed, with Click and Courier available until the week before Christmas due to
active cases in the community. Ōtorohanga opened with reduced services with only one Bubble actively working in the library and
the other working from home in readiness to take over the in-house services if the other team was required to isolate.
4) Much of our planned work has been impacted by the lockdowns, and subsequent staffing ‘bubble’ model implementation. Where
possible, the planning for these projects has continued to ensure once we are in a position to implement them we can do this quickly.
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Library Programmes
5) A collaborative Summer Children’s programme was designed by library staff from Ōtorohanga and Waitomo libraries. In midDecember Ruapehu Libraries joined with us for to deliver the programme.
6) There were some challenges in designing the programme with team members in lockdown, however it was achieved. The
programme was designed to run either as an at home programme, or with library visits.
7) Families were slow to come back to the library when we reopened, and before Christmas, we only had twelve children signed up.
By the end of the programme, 42 children had registered and 19 of these completed 28 entries.
8) Due to the generosity of the Kiwi Leisure Park, we were able to put together six prize packs for participants who completed the
programme. These are being drawn the week 8-11 February.
9) Our Storytime sessions went online over lockdown, and continued until the end of the school term. Our Facebook statistics show
that visits to the library page were 937 (up 45.3%) to the end of January. The same period last year saw 585 visits.
10) We are putting together protocols for how in-house library programmes will run under the COVID Protection Framework. Initially
we had hoped to have in-house programmes up and running immediately in the New Year, however with Omicron in the country,
we will look to relaunch our in-house programmes once this wave is under control.
Inventory / RFID
11) As part of the preparation for RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), an inventory of Ōtorohanga and Kāwhia libraries is being
completed. Kāwhia has had all their bookstock identified. Work on the Ōtorohanga site is ongoing. Both sites have had all collections
weeded in preparations for the tagging.
12) The RFID project will start early February. It should take 4 to 6 weeks to tag all the items before the system is ready to launch. This
will be a time intensive project, however the gains of efficiency once the system has been launched will be worth it in the long term.
Mobile Shelving
13) We are waiting for a delivery date for the shelving. This project has been delayed due to lockdown. Once a date has been received
a plan for the implementation will be made.
Forward Planning
•

Establish an Adult Reading Programme - underway

•

Increase outreach to our rural communities – on hold due to COVID restrictions

•

Introduce STEM/STEAM programme in collaboration with Waitomo District Library – preparation underway

•

Establish a library Blog for Reader Advisory and promotion of services - underway

•

Library System training to staff and volunteers at Kāwhia Library – training notes and manuals completed. Awaiting lower
COVID restrictions to implement.

USAGE STATISTICS
Ōtorohanga Library (1 Jul 2021 to 31 Jan 2022)
2021/22

2020/21

In person visits

6,910

14,079

Materials Issued

12,682

21,011

1,383

813

784

2,020

eBook & eAudio downloads
Computer Sessions (APNK)
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Wifi Sessions
New Members

2021/22

2020/21

6,046

7,093

73

99

Kāwhia Library (1 Jul 2021 to 31 Jan 2022)

Materials Issued
Computer Sessions (APNK)
Wifi Sessions
New Members

2021/22

2020/21

498

1,046

3

13

6,580

7,093

7

12

Heather Taylor
LIBRARY MANAGER
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ITEM 82:

BOARD MEMBERS’ VERBAL UPDATES
Recommendation
That the Board Members’ verbal updates be received.
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